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Abstract

Bayesian deep learning approaches assume model parameters to be latent random vari-
ables and infer posterior predictive distributions to quantify uncertainty, increase safety
and trust, and prevent overconfident and unpredictable behavior. However, weight-space
priors are model-specific and can be difficult to interpret. Instead of weight-space priors,
we leverage functional variational inference to employ functional priors, improving un-
certainty quantification and interpretability in supervised learning tasks. For regression,
we consider a Bayesian linear model with learned neural network features, which offers
attractive properties, such as an explicit predictive distribution, but tends to be overconfi-
dent. Therefore, we propose functional priors in predictive space and in derivative space,
influencing the smoothness and diversity of the features, and thus improving predictive
uncertainty. In particular, the derivative space is accessible mathematically due to the
analytical tractability of the Bayesian linear model and computationally through forward
mode automatic differentiation. We demonstrate that our method improves the model on
tasks where calibrated uncertainty is critical, such as out-of-distribution regression, active
learning and Bayesian optimization, featuring high-dimensional real-world datasets. For
classification, we propose an interpretable Dirichlet prior in function space, resulting in a
variational Dirichlet posterior which unifies different probabilistic models and facilitates
quantification of epistemic uncertainty. To this end, we assume that categorical predictions
are observations from the variational posterior and propose a maximum likelihood and
KL divergence estimator. Experiments on rotated MNIST and corrupted CIFAR10 image
classification demonstrate that our unified functional inference improves robustness and
uncertainty quantification for different models while maintaining the same predictive
performances, model architectures and numbers of model parameters.
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1. Introduction

Deep learning [1] has enabled powerful machine learning models capable of working
with complex data modalities, scaling to large datasets [2], outperforming non-parametric
models such as Gaussian processes [3] in these domains. The aim of Bayesian deep
learning is to provide these complex models, such as Bayesian neural networks (BNN)
[4, 5], with priors for regularization, generalization and uncertainty quantification (UQ)
[6, 7, 8, 9]. Predictive uncertainty is crucial for the deployment of machine learning
systems in real-world settings, as it provides a degree of safety [10], trust [11], sample
efficiency [12, 13] and human-in-the-loop cooperation [14]. Unfortunately, the highly
redundant and nonlinear parameterization of modern deep learning systems has been
shown to be challenging for Bayesian methods, sometimes resulting in inadequate UQ
[15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. The challenge partly arises from specifying the priors in the
unintuitive weight space of the model, and requiring accurate inference in the highly
nonlinear hypothesis space. However, inference for priors over the weights is intractable,
resulting in extensive studies of learning such BNNs via approximate inference [5, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25]. Despite their many varieties, these approximate models can suffer from
several drawbacks, such as expensive training procedures, inaccurate posteriors and
large model parameter spaces. Moreover, models with weight-space priors are typically
restricted to sampling from implicit predictive densities. In contrast to such BNNs with
weight-space variational inference (VI), we consider functional variational inference [26]
(f VI) for regression and classification. This inference method reasons about priors placed
over the latent function itself, rather than only indirectly specifying priors via distributions
on the model weights.
In terms of regression, we combine f VI with the neural linear model (NLM) [27, 28], which
is a Bayesian neural network that combines deterministic neural network features with a
distribution over the final layer weights. As such, it is a form of Bayesian linear regression
with a finite feature space, contrasting Gaussian processes (GP) with infinite feature spaces
induced by kernel functions [3]. Although Gaussian processes are a powerful and popular
tool for probabilistic modeling [29], exact inference computation does not scale gracefully
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for large datasets, and the model’s quality depends heavily on the choice of kernel given the
data. Moreover, some kernels have been shown to suffer from the curse of dimensionality
due to their use of distance metrics in the data space [30]. Therefore, we consider the NLM
as a parametric alternative with tractable large-scale inference and universal approximation
capabilities. Compared to alternative BNN approaches, such as Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
[5], stochastic variational inference [25], Monte Carlo dropout [23] and deep ensembles
[24], the NLM has several attractive qualities. Being a Bayesian linear model, the NLM
has fewer parameters for equivalent architectures compared to models whose parameters
are all probabilistic. Additionally, the NLM provides a closed-form predictive distribution,
instead of an implicit distribution, reducing the computational complexity of prediction.
While the NLM can be trained easily using gradient descent on the negative marginal
likelihood, i.e. type-II maximum likelihood, the overparameterization leads to overfitting
of the feature space [27, 3], resulting in a reduced hypothesis space of functions which
severely limits the predictive UQ. To encourage diversity in the neural features, without
sacrificing the model’s attractive properties, we incorporate novel functional priors into
the model specification. In particular, the closed-form predictive distribution facilitates
the use of a functional prior because it allows direct computation of the f VI objective, in
contrast to previous work which requires various approximations during training [26].
Furthermore, the Jacobians of the predictive distribution and their respective distribution
can also be derived in closed-form, such that a functional prior can also be placed over the
space of derivatives. We assume that well-calibrated uncertainty quantification may be
effectively characterized by the distribution of the model’s Jacobian w.r.t. the network’s
inputs (Figure 3.2), which is also a NLM [31, 32]. Due to the NLM’s deterministic features,
its Jacobian may be computed directly using forward mode automatic differentiation (AD)
[33]. By combining the analytic convenience of the NLM and novel functional priors,
we present a practical, calibrated Bayesian neural network that offers comparable utility
to Gaussian processes, across small and large tasks. This class of BNNs makes the case,
like Gaussian processes, that priors over the feature parameters are not required. This
reduction of complexity is motivated for applied domains such as robotics, where fast, well-
calibrated Bayesian models are needed for sample-efficient, safe and risk-averse settings
such as model-based reinforcement learning [34]. In these domains, the balance between
simplicity and performance is key for practical use, and ideally not dependent on the
amount of data in the task. To evaluate the benefit of functional priors, we compare against
the standard NLM and other baselines for out-of-distribution (OOD) regression, active
learning and Bayesian optimization, where epistemic uncertainty is needed. We show that
functional priors enhance the NLM’s predictive uncertainty, scaling to large, real-world
datasets with high-dimensional inputs, achieving superior or comparable performance on
key tasks.
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In terms of classification, a limiting factor for uncertainty quantification is the categor-
ical predictive distribution. Unlike the Gaussian predictive distribution commonly used
in regression, the categorical distribution is coupled in mean and entropy, making it
impossible to express varying uncertainty for a given mean (Figure 4.2). In practice,
this means a categorical classifier cannot delineate between the decision boundary in
observed data and regions of unobserved data, which limits the models ability to reason
about its uncertainty. Therefore, we combine functional variational inference with a
Dirichlet predictive distribution, obtaining a richer uncertainty representation that can
be influenced through a functional prior while retaining the same mean predictions as
categorical classifiers (Figure 4.1). To this end, we propose an effective Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KL) estimator from softmax samples via Newton-based Dirichlet estimation.
The resulting approximation represents the Dirichlet posterior in function space using a
parameterized stochastic process, providing closed-form mutual information to quantify
epistemic uncertainty in addition to categorical predictive entropy. Additionally, the pro-
posed inference method can be combined with most BNN classes, such as deep ensembles
and Monte Carlo dropout, and does not require any changes to the model specification.
This training method resembles contrastive learning [35] with intuitive regularization in
the prediction space that encourages diversity, but within the Bayesian motivation shared
with weight-space VI, using the evidence lower bound objective (ELBO) that motivates
and scales the loss and regularization. Furthermore, the approach provides a unifying
view of prior work [36, 37, 38, 39, 40], which use the Dirichlet distribution and functional
regularization, through a principled objective that does not require adjusting the model
or training data. We demonstrate that this method improves uncertainty quantification
across a range of popular models and image-based classification tasks.
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2. Related Work

Bayesian Neural Networks Bayesian neural networks have existed since the 1980s
as a means of both utilizing neural networks as statistical models [4] and for general
regularization [41]. The early work of Neal [5] provided several key contributions,
namely the insight that the limit of an infinite hidden layer neural network is a Gaussian
process under certain conditions, and the use of Hamiltonian Monte Carlo for approximate
inference. Despite the statistical elegance of Markov chain Monte Carlo training methods
[42] and their advancements [43, 44], they are expensive to deploy and scale poorly
with larger models. These shortcomings have motivated a focus on variational inference
methods [41, 45, 46] for BNNs, including unbiased gradient estimation [25] and other
advanced techniques [26, 47, 48, 49]. There is a large family of alternative approximate
methods: Including the Laplace approximation [4, 22, 50], ensembles [24, 17, 51, 52],
expectation propagation [21], Monte Carlo dropout [23], variational dropout [53], and a
range of gradient-based approaches [54, 55]. The NLM was introduced as a marginalized
neural network [27] as a neural equivalent to sparse Gaussian processes. To mitigate
feature overfitting, the marginalized neural network uses an ensemble of feature networks.
Neural linear models have previously been applied to Bayesian optimization [56], bandit
problems [57, 58], active learning [59], reinforcement learning [60] and regression [28],
but there appears a lack of work on improving their general performance. Inference
networks [61] are similar to f VI, but take a functional mirror-descent interpretation and
incrementally fit the GP prior, enabling mini-batch training.

Gaussian Processes Beyond Neal’s infinite limit, there is a rich body of research on the
intersection of Gaussian processes and neural networks. The arcsine [62] and arccosine
[63] covariance functions represent the kernel of an infinite single hidden layer network
with erf and ReLU activations respectively. The manifold GP [64] uses a neural network
to learn an intermediate feature space so that the covariance function performs better on
non-smooth functions. Deep kernels [65] define closed-form kernels using neural network
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components for more expressive covariance functions that are able to incorporate inductive
biases such as convolutional operators. Deep Gaussian processes [66, 67, 68] stack GPs to
learn a hierarchical representation of intermediate latent variables to build sophisticated
statistical models. Moreover, the Student-t process [69] is a Gaussian process with an
inverse gamma / Wishart prior over the aleatoric uncertainty.

Functional Variational Inference Functional variational inference is best understood
through Gaussian processes, which are exact distributions over functions. Using this view,
sparse GPs may be viewed as approximate inference over functions [70], minimizing the
functional KL divergence (fKL) from its exact posterior via inducing points. However,
f VI is ill-defined for Gaussian processes when the prior uses a different feature space
[71]. The functional variational BNN (fBNN) [26] uses the fKL to use explicit or implicit
stochastic processes as functional priors. They use a GP trained on the data as a prior,
which can be viewed as an elaborate form of empirical Bayes. Similar approaches take a
mirror descent view for batch training [61]. Others have also considered transforming the
BNN weight prior into the prior of a GP [72]. The practice of combining kernels in GPs
has been translated to BNN architectures and activation functions, producing periodic
and mixing phenomena in the network’s feature space for more expressive models [73].
Variational implicit priors [74] use variational inference to worth with functional priors
you can only sample from, e.g. simulators, which provides the flexibility of a broad range
of complex processes to be adopted as priors. Concurrent work has also adopted f VI
for classification, using linearized Laplace for the stochastic regressor [75]. This model
yields a Gaussian (latent) predictive which loses the intuitive aspect of functional priors.
Moreover, the linearization requires computation of the weight Jacobian for prediction,
which is computationally expensive and limits scalability.

Bayesian Classification Compared to regression, classification is non-trivial for Bayesian
methods due to the nonlinear link function required to predict the class labels. As a result,
closed-form Bayesian models, such as Gaussian processes, require approximate inference
methods such as the Laplace approximation [3], variational inference [76, 77, 78, 79]
and expectation propagation [80]. The Pólya-Gamma data augmentation trick [81] has
enabled scalable closed-form variational training of sparse Gaussian process classifiers
[82]. Gaussian processes have also been used with a Dirichlet predictive using a log-
normal approximation [83]. Classification with Bayesian neural networks is possible
through a wide range of approximate inference methods, including Markov chain Monte
Carlo [5], variational inference [46, 25], Laplace approximations [4, 22, 50, 84, 85],
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ensembles [24, 17, 51, 52], expectation propagation [21] and Monte Carlo dropout
[23, 53]. Alternative methods avoid propagating uncertainties by predicting Dirichlet
concentrations directly with neural networks. Prior networks [36] require labels to be
converted to Dirichlets, and mimic f VI as the objective consists of two KL divergences for
in- and outside the data distribution. An alternative training method used prior networks
to distill a trained ensemble into a single model [37]. Similarly, belief matching [38]
converts the labels to Dirichlets using Bayes rule. This method also echoes f VI, as the
training objective is a functional evidence lower bound (fELBO) where the index set is
the training data. Another method converts the training labels to categorical probabilities
and uses a Bayes risk objective with KL regularization against a functional prior [39, 40].
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3. Regression

In this chapter, we discuss our approach of combining functional variational inference with
the neural linear model to solve regression problems. In particular, we leverage the NLM’s
closed-form posterior predictive distribution and its closed-form derivative distribution to
apply a functional prior respectively in the space of functions and latent derivatives.

3.1. The Neural Linear Model

Intuitively, the neural linear model can be viewed as Bayesian linear regression in a
projected feature space, where the projection is learned by a neural network. Alternatively,
they can be thought of as a neural network whose parameters of the last layer are integrated
out via exact, analytical Bayesian inference. While the NLM can be easily deployed for
multivariate regression, the following derivations (and later experiments) in this work
focus on univariate targets for simplicity. Let D = {(xi, yi)}ni=1 be the observed data,
xi ∈ Rk, yi ∈ R, such that X ∈ Rn×k and y ∈ Rn. Additionally, let φ(·;θ) : Rk → Rm be a
feature space projection with parameters θ, φi = φ(xi;θ) and Φ =

[︂
φ⊤
1 . . .φ

⊤
n

]︂
∈ Rn×m,

the matrix of vertically stacked row vectors. It is common to add constant or linear terms
to Φ to implicitly represent bias or identity terms. However, for notational clarity, we
ignore these terms and denote the projected feature space as Rm. We also consider θ to
be implicit in the features and do not explicitly denote the dependence on θ.
A latent function f is modeled using Bayesian linear regression [86, 87, 88] with weights
β and additive, zero-mean, Gaussian noise ϵ with variance σ2, where

yi = f(xi) = φ⊤
i β + ϵi, (3.1)

ϵi ∼ N (· | 0, σ2), (3.2)
y ∼ N (· | Φβ, σ2I). (3.3)
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GP (RBF †) NLM (†) NLM (WN ‡) NLM (GP ‡) NLM (LD ‡) NLM (GP †)

Figure 3.1.: Bayesian regression (blue) from sparse observations (red) with Gaus-sian processes (GP) and neural linear models (NLM). Blue lines andshaded areas represent the mean and three standard deviations of theGaussian predictive distribution. Parentheses denote the kernel orfunctional prior, and inference objective. Abbreviations: radial basisfunctions (RBF), white noise prior (WN, (3.18)), Gaussian process prior(GP, (3.19)), latent derivative prior (LD); marginal log-likelihood (†, (3.7),
(3.15)), fELBO (‡, (3.16)), fKL( †, (3.17)).

Assuming known aleatoric uncertainty σ2 [87], a conjugate Gaussian prior over β results
in a Gaussian posterior,

β ∼ N (· | µ0,Λ
−1
0 ), µn = Λ−1

n (Λ0µ0 + σ−2Φ⊤y), (3.4)
β | D ∼ N (· | µn,Λ

−1
n ), Λn = σ−2Φ⊤Φ+Λ0, (3.5)

with an explicit Gaussian predictive distribution for output y and query x,

y | x,D ∼ N (· | φ⊤
xµn, σ

2 + φ⊤
xΛ

−1
n φx), (3.6)

where µn and Λn are the mean vector and precision matrix of the posterior weight
distribution. Due to the dependence on query x, this Gaussian predictive distribution
implicitly defines a distribution over functions, i.e. a stochastic process, namely a Gaussian
process to be more specific. The log-marginal likelihood can be written as

log p(D | f) = 1

2
(µ⊤

nΛnµn − µ⊤
0 Λ0µ0)−

1

2σ2
y⊤y +

1

2
log

|Λ0|
|Λn|

− n

2
log
(︁
2πσ2

)︁
. (3.7)

The observation noise σ2, prior weight parameters µ0 andΛ0 can be either set to constants
or optimized jointly by maximizing the log-marginal likelihood. With µ0 = 0, this model
is equivalent to a Gaussian process with kernel k(x,x′;θ) = φ(x;θ)⊤Λ−1

0 φ(x′;θ) [3].
For a more Bayesian treatment, an inverse gamma prior can be placed on σ2, inducing a
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Student-tweight posterior and predictive density. Assuming unknown aleatoric uncertainty
σ2 [88], a conjugate normal-inverse-gamma prior over β and σ2, such that the joint prior
distribution of β and σ2 factorizes as p(β, σ2) = p(β | σ2)p(σ2), where

β | σ2 ∼ N (· | µ0, σ
2Λ−1

0 ), (3.8)
σ2 ∼ Inv-Gamma(· | a0, b0), (3.9)

results in a joint posterior p(β, σ2 | D) = p(β | σ2,D)p(σ2 | D), where

β | σ2,D ∼ N (· | µn, σ
2Λ−1

n ), σ2 | D ∼ Inv-Gamma(· | an, bn), (3.10)

and the distributions respective parameters are computed as

µn = Λ−1
n (Λ0µ0 +Φ⊤y), an = a0 +

n
2 , (3.11)

Λn = Φ⊤Φ+Λ0, bn = b0 +
1
2(y

⊤y + µ⊤
0 Λ0µ0 − µ⊤

nΛnµn). (3.12)

The marginal posterior for β is obtained by integrating p(β, σ2 | D) over σ2, resulting in a
Student’s t-distribution with 2an degrees of freedom,

β | D ∼ St(· | µn,
bn
an
Λ−1

n , 2an). (3.13)

The predictive distribution is also a Student’s t-distribution with 2an degrees of freedom,

y | x,D ∼ St(· | φ⊤
xµn,

bn
an
(1 + φ⊤

xΛ
−1
n φx), 2an), (3.14)

which also defines a stochastic process due to the dependence on x. The log-marginal
likelihood can be written as

log p(D | f) = log
Γ(an)

Γ(a0)
+ log

ba00
bann

+
1

2
log

|Λ0|
|Λn|

− n

2
log(2π), (3.15)

where Γ denotes the gamma function. We use G-NLM and T-NLM to differentiate these
two approaches.

3.2. Functional Priors for Regression

For the neural linear model, the neural features φ are typically optimized using type-II
maximum likelihood on the marginal likelihood (Equations (3.7) and (3.15)). While
type-II ML can be effective at tuning hyperparameters, e.g. the lengthscale of a kernel,
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optimizing too many parameters runs the risk of overfitting [3]. Therefore, we are
motivated to augment the marginal likelihood objective to leverage the expressiveness of
the neural network while preventing overfitting.
Functional variational inference [26] considers optimizing a parametric posterior q(f)
using the functional evidence lower bound objective (fELBO) through use of a functional
KL divergence (fKL) and functional prior p(f),

L(D) := Ef∼q(·)[log p(D | f)]−DKL(q(f) || p(f)). (3.16)
Here, L(D) is a lower bound of the log-marginal likelihood log p(D), such that maxi-
mizing L(D) translates to maximizing p(D). In general, p(f) and q(f) can be arbitrary
stochastic processes, i.e. distributions over functions, and the fKL between two stochas-
tic processes [70] is a generalization of the regular KL divergence between two finite
dimensional probability distributions. However, the generalization to function space intro-
duces obstacles in terms of tractability. Roughly speaking, evaluation of the fKL requires
integration in an infinite-dimensional vector space, which is intractable as there is no
infinite-dimensional Lebesgue measure [89]. Nonetheless, it is possible to approximate
this quantity by averaging over a finite number of evaluations at s locations sj [26],

DKL(q(f) || p(f)) ≈ 1
s

∑︁s
j=1DKL(fq(sj) || fp(sj)), (3.17)

where fq is the predictive density of the model (Equation (3.6) or (3.14) for the NLM)
and fp is the density of the functional prior.
A key factor for a successful fKL approximation is the choice of {sj}. Ideally, {sj} should
be representative of the domain of f . In general, it is impossible to entirely cover or
reasonably represent the behavior of arbitrary distributions p(f) and q(f) over Rk with
any finite number of samples. Therefore, it is necessary to select a bounded subset of
the original domain as domain of interest, which can be challenging if the underlying
data distribution is unknown. For the functional prior in function-space, discussed in this
section, we used a uniform sampling strategy consistent with [26].

White Noise Prior While the variational stochastic process q(f) can be modeled using
any probabilistic function approximator, such as a NLM or any other Bayesian neural
network, a beneficial yet practicable choice for the prior stochastic process p(f) is less
apparent. White Gaussian noise (WN), more specifically a Gaussian process with zero
mean and isotropic covariance,

p(f) := GP(f | 0, σ2p), fp(·) := N (· | 0, σ2p), (3.18)
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is a simple candidate which is often used by GPs [3]. However, while GPs typically optimize
the variance of this prior using type-II ML, here it is fixed. To attain scale invariance across
datasets, it is sensible to define this prior in whitened space. In particular, if fq is the
Gaussian predictive density of the NLM (Equation (3.6)) and fp is also a Gaussian density,
such as Equation (3.18), then the fKL (Equation (3.17)) is available in closed-form.

Gaussian Process Prior Alternatively, it is possible to use a more informative prior, such
as a Gaussian process posterior GP(f | 0,K) whose kernel parameters were calibrated
using the available training data [26, 61]. The scalar k, vector k and matrix K are
computed using the kernel, training data and function input x, so

fp(·) := N (· | E(x),V(x)), E(x) = k⊤K−1y, V(x) = k − k⊤K−1k. (3.19)

Note that this choice of functional prior p(f) involves the training data D. Therefore, it is
not a pure prior in a Bayesian sense, but could be interpreted as a form of empirical Bayes
[90], which may result in overfitting.
Lastly, it is also possible to use the fKL solely as the optimization objective, i.e. Equa-
tion (3.17) rather than Equation (3.16), so that q(f) approximates another stochastic
process p(f), e.g. a Gaussian process posterior. If p(f) adequately represents the observed
data then q(f) will naturally fit the data by minimizing the fKL while also inheriting other
properties, such as extrapolation behavior and uncertainty quantification. In particular,
this functional inference can transfer stochastic processes which are modeled by arbitrary
probabilistic function approximators, e.g. GPs and NLMs, even if both models have con-
siderably different architectures. This could enable model compression and distillation,
which may be practical for nonparametric models like Gaussian processes.

Computational Complexity The computational complexity of the training procedure
for NLMs with the fELBO is of important practical concern and hence we discuss it here.
The prediction complexity is, regardless of the chosen training procedure, in O(m2) per
prediction, assuming the feature-space dimension m to be the largest of all hidden-layer
dimensions and neglecting the computation of the non-linearities of the network. The total
complexity of evaluating the fELBO (Equation (3.16)) is the sum of the complexities of
evaluating the marginal likelihood and the fKL approximation (Equation (3.17)). Under
the previous assumptions, the complexity of the marginal likelihood objective for the
NLM is in O(nm2+m3). The complexity of computing the fKL approximation depends on
the number of samples s and the types of involved stochastic processes. Assuming that
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fp and fq are both Gaussian and already available, computation of the fKL term with s
samples {sj} requires O(sd3) for d output dimensions, which simplifies to O(s) for d = 1.
Computing fq consists of evaluating the NLM’s predictive distribution, which is in O(sm2)
for s samples. The complexity of computing fp depends on the chosen prior. The WN
prior is available in O(1) time, whereas the GP prior requires GP training (O(n3)) once
for the whole inference and GP prediction (O(sn2)) once per objective evaluation.

3.3. Latent Derivative Priors

Instead of specifying a prior in the space of functions, it is also possible to build on
the intuition that the distribution of the model’s derivatives influences the epistemic
uncertainty OOD (Figure 3.2). Given that the derivative of a Gaussian process is also a
Gaussian process [91] (see Appendix A), it is possible to reason about the NLM’s predictive
Jacobian in closed-form, which for 1D regression is a vector-valued, probabilistic function,
namely a Gaussian process. For any particular x, the NLM’s predictive Jacobian is a
multivariate Gaussian distribution, whose density we denote as ∂xfq,

∂fq
∂x

(·) := ∂xfq(·) = N (· | Jφx
⊤µn,Jφx

⊤Λ−1
n Jφx). (3.20)

The input-dependent feature Jacobian Jφx can be computed concurrently with the regular
forward pass of the model by leveraging forward mode automatic differentiation (see
Appendix B) and µn and Λn are available from the NLM posterior (Equations (3.4), (3.5),
(3.11) and (3.12)).
In typical regression, ∂xf is unobserved and therefore a quantity we wish to remain
uncertain about. Moreover, with expressive function approximators we should be free to
influence the uncertainty of ∂xfq without interfering with the fit of fq. This motivates
us to shape this uncertainty by placing a functional, latent derivative (LD) prior on ∂xf
instead of f itself. The LD prior is enforced by maximizing the fELBO (Equation (3.16)),
but the function-space fKL is replaced with a reversed fKL in the space of derivatives,

LLD(D) := Ef∼q(·)[log p(D | f)]−DKL(p(∂xf) || q(∂xf)). (3.21)

The resulting optimization objective can be interpreted from two perspectives.
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Figure 3.2.: At a data point (red), the epistemic uncertainty of a (locally) linearmodel is increased about the point if the gradient variance is high.
Maximum Entropy Regularization Since Bayesian linear regression typically considers a
fixed feature space or kernel, jointly learning the features can be viewed as an inverse prob-
lem [92]. Inverse problems, especially in probabilistic settings, are commonly regularized
using the principle of maximum entropy [93, 94]. Choosing the features that are the most
unstructured, or the least committed to a specific model, offers not just robustness but
ideally translates to calibrated epistemic uncertainty in our setting. One could choose to
encourage maximum entropy directly in the predictive distribution. However, optimizing
this objective could result in underfitting or increased aleatoric uncertainty, if the data
is in conflict with the functional prior. As the derivatives are unobserved, we have more
freedom specifying a latent derivative prior. Interestingly, while neural networks are
typically overparameterized and benefit from regularization, e.g. weight decay, its role is
generally to keep parameters small to avoid overfitting. Due to the Bayesian treatment of
the last layer parameters, we are less concerned with overfitting in the mean, therefore
the LD prior is able to diversify the feature space. As many regularization schemes can be
motivated from a Bayesian reasoning, we can also take a more probabilistic view of the
latent derivative term.

A Latent Variable Model Given a distribution over latent derivatives, we can construct
a latent variable model (LVM) by considering the first-order Taylor expansion (Equation
(3.22)) over our predictive model f (Equation (3.6) or (3.14)). By reparameterizing our
regression problem (y,x) into a perturbed form (y, x̄, δ),

y = f(x) = f(x̄+ δ) ≈ f(x̄) +
∂f

∂x
(x̄)⊤δ = f(x̄) + ∂xf(x̄)

⊤δ, (3.22)

the above Taylor approximation illustrates how ∂xf influences the predictive uncertainty
as the perturbation δ grows. As typical regression problems only consider directly corre-
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sponding pairs (y, x̄,0), this latent variable perspective is irrelevant for the training data
as δ = 0. However, by characterizing prediction between and outside the training data as
δ ̸= 0, one can appreciate how controlling the distribution of ∂xf influences the epistemic
uncertainty in the predictions, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. This view perhaps helps explain
why our optimization objective (Equation (3.21)) strongly resembles the evidence lower
bound objective (ELBO) used for inference of LVMs [95]. The key distinction is that
∂xf does not influence the likelihood of the observations, as δ = 0 for the training data.
Additionally, our fKL for the LD prior uses the forward KL (M-projection) instead of the
reverse KL (I-projection), which the fELBO uses.

Forward vs. Reverse KL Divergence The forward KL encourages the distribution to
cover as much probability mass as possible which translates to a flat distribution with
higher variance, i.e. higher entropy, whereas the reverse KL prefers to seek an individual
mode which typically results in lower variance and potential overfitting [96]. As the
covariance of ∂xfq contains an inner product of the Jacobians Jφx

⊤Λ−1
n Jφx , it is highly

structured in a way that approximates the Hessian, i.e. as in Gauss-Newton optimization.
Therefore, the structure of the covariance depends strongly on x, the NLM, and the
underlying function being modeled. Rather than design ∂xfp to reflect this variation,
ideally the objective would be less concerned with the specific structure and rather the
size of the covariance. Fortunately, for the KL divergence between multivariate Gaussian
distributions, the M-projection enforces the small covariance penalty with a trace term
and the large covariance penalty via the entropy difference. As the trace and entropy
terms can be viewed to act on the covariance’s structure and size respectively, for the
latent derivative objective, the M-projection encourages ∂xf to grow in entropy. It was
observed empirically that the M-projection was indeed better than the I-projection for
training the model.

Prior Specification We choose the latent derivative prior p(∂xf) as a Gaussian process
with a mean function µp and covariance function Σp,

p(∂xf) := GP(∂xf | µp,Σp), ∂xfp(·) := N (· | µp(x),Σp(x)). (3.23)

In practice, we set the prior to be constant with µp(x) = 0 and Σp(x) = I in whitened
data space. The zero mean derivative prior is motivated by the zero mean weight prior.
The derivative covariance is harder to specify. While a constant covariance may not be
the optimal LD prior for a given task, from a practical perspective it is straightforward
to specify, analogous to Gaussian weight priors used for weight-space BNNs. Domain
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knowledge (such as a physics model) could be incorporated using this prior, combining
the benefits of task-specific knowledge and black box function approximation. In contrast
to the function-space prior (Section 3.2), for the LD prior, we generated {sj} by adding
some Gaussian noise to the training data, i.e. sj ∼ N (· | xj , γI). This is not necessarily
the optimal sampling strategy, as this would depend on both the data distribution and
task. However, we believe it balances staying within and outside the data distribution,
and therefore should be a robust strategy across settings.
Introducing the LD prior to the neural linear model, it may appear that two probabilistic
treatments conflict. However, as the LD prior seeks to leverage the expressive feature
space of the neural network, the universal approximation capability of the neural features
should be capable of satisfying both the NLM likelihood and derivative prior. However, due
to the construction of the model there are two constraints that can inform our choice of LD
prior based on the weight prior. Firstly, the zero mean weight prior suggests a zero mean
derivative prior due to the linearity of Equation (3.1). Secondly, as σ2 → 0, V[∂xfq] → 0
(Equation (3.20)) due to the weight posterior (Equations (3.5) and (3.10)).
In light of this second aspect, we found that scaling the LD prior with the model’s aleatoric
uncertainty σ2 improved the prior specification and reduced underfitting in the nonlin-
ear regression tasks. Moreover, this aleatoric scaling arises naturally when considering
multivariate output regression and the matrix normal distribution. However, the fixed
LD prior was beneficial for tasks requiring greater uncertainty quantification, such as
active learning. While this scaling can be viewed as a form of empirical Bayes (EB) [90],
its limited application suggests better EB approaches may exist. For example, µp would
benefit from adapting to linear trends in the data, and Σp could be improved by adapting
to the relative smoothness w.r.t. each input dimension. We shall investigate alternative
approaches in future work.

Computational Complexity In terms of prediction, the NLM and the NLM with LD prior
perform the same operations, given that the LD setting only affects the training of the
feature space. Therefore, they also share the same computational complexity, namely
O(m2) time per prediction, where the feature space dimension m is assumed to be the
largest hidden layer dimension and the computation of activation functions is neglected.
The computational complexity of the training procedure differs for the NLM and the NLM
with LD prior since, in addition to the conventional marginal likelihood (Equation (3.7) or
(3.15)) which is used for the NLM, the LD prior requires evaluation of the fKL (Equation
(3.17)). With the same assumptions about the hidden layer dimensions and computation
of activation functions, the marginal likelihood objective can be computed inO(nm2+m3)
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time, where n is the size of the training set. The additional fKL which is required for the
LD prior can be computed in O(s(mk2 + k3)) time, where s is the number of points in the
index set and k is the number of input dimensions of f . A complete training epoch for the
NLM with LD prior can thus be computed in O(nm2 +m3 + s(mk2 + k3)) time. Setting
the index set {sj} to Gaussian samples near the training data implies s = n, factorizing
the computational complexity for a single training epoch into O(n(m2 +mk2 + k3)+m3).
Therefore, the additional complexity introduced by the fKL objective is manageable if
k ≤ m. However, the cubic scaling of the complexity w.r.t. k highlights the need for
approximate techniques for very high-dimensional inputs such as images. Although not
evident in the asymptotic analysis of computational complexity, if {sj} ̸= D then a single
training epoch requires two separate forward passes through φ, to compute the features
for D, and the features and their Jacobians for {sj}. If {sj} = D then the same features
can be used for both objectives and their Jacobians can be computed jointly in the same
forward pass which saves one forward pass of feature computations. However, in practice,
the difference is negligible because the feature computations are rather insignificant
compared to the computation and backpropagation of Jacobians.

3.4. Regression Experiments

We conducted different kinds of experiments, namely nonlinear regression, active learning
and Bayesian optimization, to verify that our proposed functional priors improve the NLM
in terms of predicting adequate epistemic uncertainty in the absence of observed data.

3.4.1. Nonlinear Regression

In several nonlinear regression benchmarks, we compare the baseline NLM to the NLM
with functional priors, and other Bayesian regression models, such as GPs and BNN
variants. All regression problems involve real-world data, however, inspired by previous
work based on in-between uncertainty [16], we distinguish between three novel gap tasks,
namely Cartpole, Sarcos and Wam, and standard tasks from the popular UCI benchmark.
Our goal is to show that the functional priors improve the NLM significantly in terms of
combating overconfidence during OOD prediction, which shall be demonstrated by the
gap tasks, while maintaining competitive performance on the standard benchmarks. Due
to the abundance of data, the Gaussian backbone (G-NLM) without Bayesian treatment of
the observation noise was used for nonlinear regression.
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Cartpole Here, telemetry is recorded from a Quanser cartpole system performing a
swing-up maneuver. We use the dynamic state (position, velocity and acceleration) of
the cart and pole for inverse dynamics modeling of the drive torque. The inputs are
six-dimensional and the gap region is about the hanging position, where θ < 45◦, as
depicted in Figure C.1. Note that the first ∼2000 samples contain the swing-up, while
the subsequent telemetry is the sustained stabilization. Thus, the data is significantly
non-uniformly distributed in the state space, so uncertainty-driven active learning is
superior to a random data selection strategy.

Sarcos This dataset [97] contains the telemetry from a 7 DOF manipulator. It is used as
a regression benchmark for inverse dynamics modeling, regressing the 21-dimensional
state to a drive torque. In the central portion of the data, the robot’s pose induces a bias
torque (likely due to gravity) in one of the upper motor drives (see Figure C.2). Therefore,
modeling the inverse dynamics on this torque requires OOD prediction. Forecasting
unseen aspects of dynamics from limited data represents a key challenge in model-based
reinforcement learning for robotics.

Wam This dataset is also derived from a robotic manipulator, the cable-driven 4 DOF
Barrett WAM. However, here the distribution shift is generated by demanding the same
complex motion at different velocities. By training on a slower motion and evaluating
the inverse dynamics model for data collected at a faster speed, the prediction considers
the same trajectory but now with higher variance in the values of the state and input
due to the larger accelerations at play. The inputs are twelve-dimensional and the data is
visualized in Figure C.3.

UCI The Boston, Concrete, Energy and Yacht datasets consist of several disparate regres-
sion problems that vary in size and dimension, and are part of the common UCI benchmark
for probabilistic nonlinear regression.

Flight Delay The flight delay dataset is a large-scale regression task of 700k datapoints
used to demonstrate scalability [29]. While Bayesian methods are generally less useful for
large datasets, as uncertainty should be minimal assuming no distribution shift, models
should be able to scale adequately. We detail a batch method for training the NLM using a
variational approximation, which aids the model in scaling to large datasets at the cost of
non-exact inference during training. We detail this method and its results in Appendix D.
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Figure 3.3.: Active learning on the Cartpole task, quartile range over 20 seeds.
We report the test log-likelihoods (LLH) and root mean square errors (RMSE) for the
described regression tasks in Tables 3.1 – 3.4. In terms of the gap tasks, any functional prior
improves the standard NLM significantly in terms of test log-likelihood, which captures
the adequacy of the ratio between goodness of fit (RMSE) and predicted uncertainty
(entropy). This indicates that functional priors induce a better feature space for predictive
uncertainty OOD. The white noise (WN) prior (Equation (3.18)) yields the best results,
consistently outperforming the strong ensemble (ENS) [24] and MC dropout (MCD) [23]
baselines. The Gaussian process (GP) prior (Equation (3.19)) performs slightly worse
than the WN prior except for a single configuration, namely Sarcos and Tanh, where it
performs significantly worse, which we attribute to potential overfitting due to the strong
prior. Additionally, the GP prior requires GP training which entails significantly increased
computational costs and memory requirements. The latent derivative (LD) prior (Equation
(3.23)) performs reasonably well on the six-dimensional Cartpole task but struggles with
the Sarcos and Wam tasks in higher dimensions. For standard regression, results were
comparable, which makes sense as OOD uncertainty is not useful in this setting.

3.4.2. Active Learning

Active learning [98] is the setting where a probabilistic model takes an active role in data
acquisition, choosing points to optimize learning w.r.t. a utility measure. It is useful in
domains such as system identification, where sampling data can be an expensive process.
We use the Cartpole dataset introduced in Section 3.4.1, which contains a dynamical
system performing a swing-up control task. For active learning, the whole dataset is
accessible and a different test split is used instead of the previously mentioned gap test
set. The (much smaller) swing-up portion is highly informative while the remaining
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Figure 3.4.: Bayesian optimization on two tasks, quartiles of regret over 20 seeds.
samples from stabilization are generally redundant. Therefore, information-theoretic data
acquisition offers a significant improvement over a random strategy. Figure 3.3 shows the
results on a held out test set.
For this experiment, we used the T-NLM and compare to a GP, which excels at uncertainty
quantification under small datasets. The NLM with LD prior matches the GP in terms
of RMSE and final log-likelihood, however its predictions appear slightly overconfident
during learning in comparison. Moreover, the LD prior evidently improves performance
significantly compared to the standard NLM, which is miscalibrated with considerable
variance. MFVI [25] struggles to perform the task due to its lackluster UQ, which is evident
from its relatively small predictive entropy on the test set. As a result, its selected data will
likely be collected from uninformative regions and thus essentially random. This would
explain its slow progress in both RMSE and log-likelihood improvement.

3.4.3. Bayesian Optimization

Bayesian optimization (BO) [99, 100] is a sample-efficient black-box global optimization
method. By constructing a Bayesian model of the objective, an uncertainty-derived utility
function can be used to decide optimal function evaluations. We used the T-NLM and
compare to a GP, which is preferred for BO over BNNs, and performed BO on two tasks,
chosen to highlight both the strengths and weaknesses of the LD prior for BO. Figure 3.4
illustrates the immediate regret for both tasks.
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Sinc in a Haystack This toy example is designed to demonstrate the utility of the LD
prior in optimizing high frequency functions, where the optima may be highly local. The
function, f(x)=sinc(6(x − 1)), is challenging to optimize despite being smooth, as it
requires large epistemic uncertainty to avoid suboptimal convergence. While all models
demonstrate high variance in performance, the standard NLM typically fails to achieve
any improvement, whereas the NLM with LD prior is evidently superior. Its maximum
entropy nature translates to a powerful exploration strategy.

Hartmann6 This is a standard BO benchmark, with a six-dimensional state and six local
minima. Figure 3.4 shows that the GP is vastly superior at this task, converging rapidly
and consistently. This is due in part to the function’s smoothness combined with the
smoothness assumption of the GP kernel. While the NLM with LD prior converges faster
than the NLM, indicating that the LD prior scales to higher dimensions, both converge to
a similar suboptimal value compared to the GP. This suggests that either the LD prior fails
to capture the finer grained epistemic uncertainty required to fully converge, or that the
specific BO optimizer used here benefits from the GP’s smoothness and is less suited to
optimizing the NLM due to its increased roughness.
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Table 3.1.: Test LLHs for the gap data, means and standard errors over 10 seeds.
Model Cartpole Sarcos Wam

GP [3] RBF −4.01± 0.00 −5.07± 0.03 −2.10± 0.01

NLM LReLU −115.94± 50.48 −379.72± 53.31 −378.90± 41.63

Tanh −27.95± 9.96 −403.15± 30.66 −173.61± 11.61

NLM + WN LReLU −5.08± 0.02 −5.40± 0.46 −4.18± 0.18

Tanh −3.92± 0.35 −6.47± 0.55 −10.77± 1.01

NLM + GP LReLU −5.05± 0.03 −7.79± 1.05 −7.07± 0.64

Tanh −8.04± 2.30 −106.12± 21.55 −17.18± 1.47

NLM + LD LReLU −11.68± 2.14 −51.98± 6.59 −35.36± 4.17

Tanh −8.07± 1.60 −169.77± 5.08 −106.86± 8.28

MFVI [25] LReLU −12.19± 3.08 −52.23± 5.72 −315.55± 26.33

Tanh −650.53± 358.66 −59.30± 4.36 −311.69± 19.86

ENS [24] LReLU −5.20± 0.11 −7.64± 0.84 −4.79± 0.26

Tanh −3.75± 0.28 −13.24± 0.83 −17.73± 0.88

MCD [23] LReLU −3.73± 0.14 −8.58± 0.50 −15.46± 0.40

Tanh −27.84± 1.54 −25.92± 0.62 −18.28± 0.12

SWAG [55] LReLU −106.72± 34.69 −15.34± 0.47 −29.49± 2.50

MAP LReLU −5800.91± 2276.39 −199.49± 15.53 −39.54± 2.00

Tanh −64.36± 21.45 −121.14± 10.30 −26.92± 0.66
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Table 3.2.: Test RMSEs for the gap data, means and standard errors over 10 seeds.
Model Cartpole Sarcos Wam

GP [3] RBF 13.64± 0.00 2.75± 0.00 1.63± 0.01

NLM LReLU 221.60± 55.83 3.69± 0.15 2.18± 0.06

Tanh 9.47± 0.93 4.08± 0.15 3.26± 0.12

NLM + WN LReLU 13.73± 1.70 2.97± 0.11 1.97± 0.04

Tanh 8.51± 1.73 2.54± 0.02 1.96± 0.04

NLM + GP LReLU 12.55± 2.63 2.59± 0.09 2.00± 0.06

Tanh 8.25± 1.07 2.54± 0.05 1.92± 0.07

NLM + LD LReLU 179.20± 79.00 2.80± 0.11 1.87± 0.06

Tanh 10.32± 1.98 2.51± 0.03 3.12± 0.07

MFVI [25] LReLU 10.69± 2.13 2.95± 0.19 3.36± 0.45

Tanh 7.72± 0.55 2.13± 0.05 1.46± 0.02

ENS [24] LReLU 37.03± 4.88 3.01± 0.05 1.73± 0.03

Tanh 5.50± 1.22 2.30± 0.02 1.36± 0.00

MCD [23] LReLU 4.59± 0.22 2.67± 0.04 1.41± 0.02

Tanh 10.96± 0.35 2.08± 0.02 1.29± 0.00

SWAG [55] LReLU 49.39± 8.45 3.03± 0.07 1.66± 0.03

MAP LReLU 52.50± 7.62 3.27± 0.13 2.04± 0.05

Tanh 6.49± 0.62 2.67± 0.12 1.73± 0.02
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Table 3.3.: Test LLHs for the UCI data, means and standard errors over 20 seeds.
Model Boston Concrete Energy Yacht

GP [3] RBF −2.41± 0.06 −3.08± 0.02 −0.66± 0.04 −0.17± 0.03

NLM LReLU −2.90± 0.05 −3.09± 0.03 −0.69± 0.03 −1.67± 0.11

Tanh −3.06± 0.03 −3.21± 0.03 −0.62± 0.04 −0.70± 0.10

NLM + WN LReLU −2.76± 0.07 −3.06± 0.04 −0.63± 0.04 −2.47± 0.17

Tanh −2.56± 0.04 −3.02± 0.03 −1.53± 0.01 −1.12± 0.12

NLM + GP LReLU −2.67± 0.06 −3.02± 0.04 −0.90± 0.01 −1.51± 0.04

Tanh −2.50± 0.05 −3.03± 0.04 −1.00± 0.05 −1.24± 0.01

NLM + LD LReLU −2.60± 0.04 −2.97± 0.03 −0.81± 0.03 −1.13± 0.06

Tanh −2.57± 0.05 −2.89± 0.03 −0.81± 0.02 −0.73± 0.05

MFVI [25] LReLU −2.39± 0.04 −2.97± 0.03 −0.63± 0.05 −1.43± 0.17

Tanh −2.48± 0.04 −3.04± 0.02 −0.72± 0.04 −1.44± 0.15

ENS [24] LReLU −2.48± 0.09 −3.04± 0.08 −0.58± 0.07 −0.35± 0.07

Tanh −2.48± 0.08 −3.03± 0.07 −0.57± 0.06 −0.03± 0.05

MCD [23] LReLU −2.36± 0.04 −2.90± 0.02 −1.33± 0.00 −1.82± 0.01

Tanh −2.41± 0.04 −3.03± 0.01 −1.48± 0.00 −2.24± 0.01

SWAG [55] LReLU −2.60± 0.07 −3.19± 0.05 −1.29± 0.08 −1.11± 0.05

MAP LReLU −2.60± 0.07 −3.04± 0.04 −1.44± 0.09 −5.14± 1.62

Tanh −2.59± 0.06 −3.11± 0.04 −0.79± 0.06 −1.77± 0.53
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Table 3.4.: Test RMSEs for the UCI data, means and standard errors over 20 seeds.
Model Boston Concrete Energy Yacht

GP [3] RBF 2.83± 0.16 5.62± 0.13 0.47± 0.01 0.40± 0.03

NLM LReLU 4.19± 0.17 5.01± 0.18 0.46± 0.02 1.09± 0.09

Tanh 4.61± 0.23 5.50± 0.23 0.44± 0.02 0.43± 0.03

NLM + WN LReLU 3.68± 0.21 4.95± 0.16 0.44± 0.02 2.38± 0.35

Tanh 3.04± 0.12 4.79± 0.18 0.61± 0.02 1.23± 0.18

NLM + GP LReLU 3.37± 0.17 4.77± 0.19 0.47± 0.01 1.11± 0.09

Tanh 2.82± 0.14 4.83± 0.19 0.56± 0.04 0.43± 0.03

NLM + LD LReLU 3.38± 0.18 4.80± 0.18 0.50± 0.02 0.75± 0.10

Tanh 3.12± 0.14 4.39± 0.14 0.53± 0.01 0.52± 0.05

MFVI [25] LReLU 2.74± 0.16 4.80± 0.13 0.43± 0.01 1.10± 0.11

Tanh 2.93± 0.13 5.04± 0.12 0.48± 0.01 1.26± 0.14

ENS [24] LReLU 2.79± 0.17 4.55± 0.12 0.41± 0.02 0.83± 0.08

Tanh 2.71± 0.13 4.51± 0.13 0.41± 0.01 0.38± 0.03

MCD [23] LReLU 2.78± 0.16 4.45± 0.11 0.53± 0.01 1.21± 0.13

Tanh 2.77± 0.15 4.90± 0.10 0.66± 0.01 1.20± 0.11

SWAG [55] LReLU 3.08± 0.35 5.50± 0.16 0.93± 0.09 1.13± 0.20

MAP LReLU 3.02± 0.17 4.75± 0.12 0.53± 0.01 0.94± 0.09

Tanh 3.01± 0.17 5.15± 0.13 0.45± 0.01 0.39± 0.04
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4. Classification

In this chapter, we address classification tasks by using functional variational inference with
Dirichlet prior and predictive distributions. In particular, we leverage existing stochastic
deep learning models capable of predicting implicit distributions over probability vec-
tors. Using categorical samples from such backbone models, we fit Dirichlet predictive
distributions and introduce Dirichlet priors to perform inference in a Bayesian manner.

4.1. Dirichlet Functional Priors for Bayesian Classification

In this section, we discuss how functional variational inference extends the maximum
likelihood (ML) approach to deep classification by assuming a stochastic latent function.

Maximum Likelihood Classifiers Let D ⊂ (X × Y) = {(xn,yn)}Nn=1 be the training
data consisting of N observed pairs of input data xn and corresponding K-dimensional,
one-hot class label vectors yn. Deep learning approaches to classification typically assume
that a class label y follows a categorical distribution whose parameters are predicted by the
model. To this end, a neural network φ with parameters θ defines a deterministic function
f which maps an input x ∈ X to an element fx ∈ ∆K−1, where ∆K−1 denotes the K−1
simplex and elements from ∆K−1 are K-dimensional probability vectors. More precisely,
we write fx = σ (φ (x;θ)) and y ∼ Cat (·|fx), where the softmax function σ ensures that
fx is a valid probability vector, i.e. that fxk ≥ 0 and∑︁K

k=1 fxk = 1. In conventional ML
training, the parameters θ are then estimated by maximizing

LML(f) = log p(D|f) = log
∏︁

D Cat (y|fx) =
∑︁

D
∑︁K

k=1 yk log fxk, (4.1)

where∏︁D and∑︁D denote∏︁(x,y)∈D and∑︁(x,y)∈D, and φ, σ, and θ are implicit in f .
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Figure 4.1.: Bayesian classification (blue) on the rotated MNIST task. While the En-semble has reasonable uncertainty quantification, it sporadically fluc-tuates over rotations and has regions of overconfidence. Using func-tional VI, the uniform prior (red) regularizes the prediction outside-of-the data distribution to be more consistent and reasonable in its uncer-tainty. The index set used here is the training data and uncertainty isexpressed through the 1st, 3rd and 25th percentile.
Latent Stochastic Functions Instead of a deterministic function, we assume f is stochas-
tic and interpret the deep learning model as a variational posterior over functions q(f |θ),
which naturally motivates the functional evidence lower bound objective (fELBO) [26],

L(f) = E f∼q(·|θ) [log p(D|f)]−DKL(q(f |θ) || p(f)), (4.2)

which resembles the conventional evidence lower bound objective (ELBO). However, in
this case stochasticity is not assumed in a finite number of parameters θ, but rather in
f , which can depend on any x ∈ X , thus introducing the functional aspect. This enables
the explicit specification of the desired behavior of the predictive distribution directly in
function space, whereas the conventional ELBO relies on indirect specification via a prior
over model parameters p(θ).

Functional Inference and Index Sets Since the fELBO involves distributions over func-
tions, f VI introduces the ill-posed problem of computing infinite-dimensional integrals to
evaluate the functional KL divergence (fKL) between posterior and prior in the fELBO
(4.2) [70, 71]. However, Sun et al. [26] motivated an approximation of this potentially
intractable quantity,
DKL(q(f |θ) || p(f)) ≈ Es∼S DKL(q(fs|θ) || p(fs)) ≈ 1

S

∑︁
s∈S DKL(q(fs|θ) || p(fs)), (4.3)
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where S ⊂ X is a finite set, which we call index set, and S is the number of elements in S.
Intuitively and also empirically, as we show in Section 4.3, the choice of index set to
evaluate Equation (4.3) over is indeed relevant for the optimization process and the
performance of the trained model because the index set dictates where, in data space
X , the fKL imposes the prior on the variational posterior. Without an appropriate index
set, the prior regularization effects of the fKL objective will be tenuous. In contrast to
data augmentation, the index set for f VI does not require ground truth annotations, so
unlabeled datasets could be utilized in semi-supervised learning fashion. Furthermore,
f VI encourages the model to match the prior, resulting in OOD awareness, whereas data
augmentation aims at increasing OOD generalization.

Variational Posterior Distributions While the variational posterior distribution q(f |θ)
could be directly represented by a variety of network architectures, a particularly appealing
representation that we explore in this paper is an implicit representation via a set of
M realizations of f . These realizations can be generated by popular and empirically
successful approaches such as Monte Carlo dropout [23] and deep ensembles [24]. In
the experimental section, we will also consider the extreme caseM = 1, resulting in a
functional equivalent of a maximum-a-posteriori estimation. Regardless of the number
of realizations, the expected log-likelihood term in the fELBO reduces to the arithmetic
mean ofM conventional ML evaluations,

Ef∼q(·|θ) [log p(D|f)] ≈ 1
M

∑︁M
m=1 LML

(︁
f (m)

)︁
, (4.4)

thus leaving the underlying deep learning model unaltered. To realize a tractable com-
putation of the fKL in (4.3), we need to choose a tractable form for q(f |θ) and the prior
p(f). In this paper, we assume that the marginal distributions p(fx) and q(fx|θ) at any
given input x are both Dirichlet distributions, although more complex distributions or
hierarchical Bayesian modeling would also be possible. Figure 4.2 illustrates how the
Dirichlet distribution is capable of capturing and representing stochasticity in a probability
vector after observingM samples, whereas the arithmetic mean reduction corresponds to
a single point in the simplex, discarding any information on the variance contained in the
samples. Specifically, we define our variational posterior and our prior by choosing their
marginal distributions at any given input x as

q(fx|θ) = Dir (fx|α(x,θ)) and p(fx) = Dir (fx|β) , (4.5)

whereα, β ∈RK
>0 are the strictly positive parameters of the distributions. We further define

the precision of the distributions as α0=
∑︁K

k=1 αk and β0=
∑︁K

k=1 βk. In the experiments
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Observations Arithmetic Mean Estimated Dirichlet

Figure 4.2.: Reducing observations from a simplex (left) to their mean (middle) dis-cards information which is present in the variance of the observationsand can thus lead to overconfident behavior. A Dirichlet distribution(right) fitted to the same observations can retain the uncertainty infor-mation with its probability density function.
conducted in this paper, β is set to a constant. These marginal distributions satisfy the
conditions of Kolmogorov’s Extension Theorem [101] because for any finite number of
inputs, (1) the order of x does not change the distributions of fx (exchangeability) and
(2) adding additional x does not change the previous distributions of fx (consistency).
Therefore, q(fx|θ) and p(fx) implicitly define q(f |θ) and p(f) as stochastic processes whose
state space is ∆K−1 and whose index set is X .

Posterior Dirichlet and KL Divergence Estimation In contrast to prior work [38, 39, 36],
we do not directly predict α via a neural network. Instead, we assume f (m)

x ∼Dir (·|α(x,θ))

and compute α via a maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) from the M different f (m)
x

generated by the employed backbone models. As previously argued, this allows for a
straightforward re-use of existing models, making use of their inherent capabilities. Unfor-
tunately, the Dirichlet MLE cannot be computed in closed-form and requires fixed-point
iteration or other optimization techniques to be computed, increasing the computational
burden [102]. Consequently, we replace the MLE by a computationally cheaper alterna-
tive. To this end, we consider α in terms of two separate but dependent parameters: the
Dirichlet mean ᾱ = α/α0 and the Dirichlet precision α0. By matching the first moment of
the empirical distribution of f , we obtain an estimate of ᾱ,

ᾱ(x,θ) = EDir(fx|α(x,θ)) fx ≈ f̄x = 1
M

∑︁M
m=1 f

(m)
x . (4.6)
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We then fix ᾱ and estimate the precision α0 using a fast, quasi-Newton algorithm [102],
(︂
α
(t+1)
0

)︂−1
=
(︂
α
(t)
0

)︂−1
+
(︂
α
(t)
0

)︂−2
(︃

d2

dα0
2
LDir

(︂
α(t)

)︂)︃−1
d

dα0
LDir

(︂
α(t)

)︂
, (4.7)

where α(t)
0 and α(t) = ᾱ/α

(t)
0 are the Dirichlet precision and concentration parameters

at iteration t of the quasi-Newton algorithm and LDir (α) is the Dirichlet log-likelihood
log
∏︁M

m=1Dir
(︂
f
(m)
x |α

)︂
. This corresponds to breaking the dependence between ᾱ and

α0 that would be considered in the full MLE case in order to accelerate the resulting
approximation. With ᾱ and α0 estimated, α and thus our variational posterior q(fx|θ) =
Dir (fx|α(x,θ)) is now available and the fKL term from (4.3) can be computed as

DKL(q(fs|θ) || p(fs)) ≈ 1
M

∑︁M
m=1

(︂
log q

(︂
f
(m)
s

⃓⃓⃓
θ
)︂
− log p

(︂
f
(m)
s

)︂)︂
, (4.8)

where f (m)
s is them-th implicit function evaluated at s ∈ S and log q(f

(m)
s |θ) and log p(f

(m)
s )

are the log-likelihood of f (m)
s under the variational Dirichlet posterior and Dirichlet prior re-

spectively. During optimization, we treat q(fs|θ) as constant with respect to θ, which serves
the practical purpose of pruning the Dirichlet MLE from the computation graph and evokes
expectation maximization-style inference. Nonetheless, the evaluated log-likelihoods are
not constant with respect to θ and therefore can be trained using backpropagation.

Mini-Batch Training In weight-space variational inference, batch training is typically
facilitated by adding an appropriate scaling term to the KL divergence part of the ELBO
during each batch iteration. After a full epoch, the sum of all batched expected log-
likelihood terms should match the expected log-likelihood of all training data examples
and the sum of all batched KL divergence terms should match the KL divergence of all
model parameters. This is necessary to achieve the desired trade-off between the amount
of observed data, model complexity and predictive uncertainty. However, the notion of
computing the KL divergence of a finite number of model parameters cannot be generalized
to the functional setting because the support is infinite and the model complexity is not
determined by the number of parameters but rather the function itself. Therefore, we
suggest to compute the full fKL via Equation (4.8) in each mini-batch iteration and
divide both the batched expected log-likelihood and the fKL by the mini-batch size B for
numerical stability. We are aware that the fKL weight in the total ELBO then depends
on the mini-batch size, which is theoretically undesirable, but, in practice, KL divergence
scaling in variational inference is a topic of active debate [19, 103].
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4.2. Dirichlet Mutual Information

Smith and Gal [104] proposed to use the mutual information MI (θ;y) of model parame-
ters θ and class label y to detect adversarial examples. Intuitively, this quantity measures
how much the model could improve its parameters θ if y were observed. Therefore, it
quantifies epistemic uncertainty and is also known as information gain. However, as Smith
and Gal note that, in general, MI (θ;y) is intractable for deep learning models. They
provide a tractable approximation which applies to models with stochastic parameters
and requires sampling-based estimation.
Fortunately, in our functional variational setting, where the model parameters θ are deter-
ministic, the one-hot encoded class label y follows a categorical distribution y ∼ Cat (·|fx)
and the latent probability vector fx follows a Dirichlet distribution fx ∼ Dir (·|α), the
equivalent mutual information between class labels and model predictions MI (fx;y) =
H (y)−H (y|fx) can be derived in closed-form as

H (y) = −
∑︁K

k=1
αk
α0

log
(︂
αk
α0

)︂
, (4.9)

H (y|fx) = −
∑︁K

k=1
αk
α0

(ψ (αk + 1)− ψ (α0 + 1)) , (4.10)

where αk denotes the k-th element in α, α0 denotes the sum over all αk, and ψ denotes
the digamma function. The complete derivation is provided in Appendix G.
The first term H (y) corresponds to the categorical entropy of the expected value of fx. It
is equivalent to the standard measure of predictive entropy for softmax-based, maximum
likelihood deep learning classifiers. The second term H (y|fx) is the conditional entropy
of the class label y given a Dirichlet observation fx and it is influenced by the spread of
fx, whereas the first term only depends on its mean. Although this functional variational
formulation admits closed-form solutions for MI (fx;y), the resulting values will still
be approximations in our setting because the variational posterior Dir (fx|α(x,θ)) was
estimated fromM observations. Nonetheless, it is not limited to models with stochastic
weights, but instead provides a unified approach to measuring epistemic uncertainty
for any classifier with a Dirichlet predictive distribution. In Section 4.3, we compare
predictive entropy to mutual information in terms of distinguishing in-distribution (IND)
and out-of-distribution (OOD) data.
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Basic Dropout Ensemble

Figure 4.3.: Toy problem classification using Two Moons data. Each column corre-sponds to a different backbone model. The top row shows the overcon-fident results of standard ML training. The bottom row illustrates howour functional inference approach combined with a uniform Dirichletprior prevents unreasonable extrapolation behavior and instead ade-quately increases model uncertainty outside of the observed data.

4.3. Classification Experiments

In this section, we present an empirical evaluation of our proposed f VI approach on
classification tasks for several models, comparing performance against their standard
training procedures. We first visualize the effects of a Dirichlet prior on a toy problem and
then perform image classification to illustrate that f VI improves uncertainty quantification
while maintaining accuracy. Additionally, we highlight the importance of the index set,
compare predictive entropy to mutual information in terms of identifying OOD data, and
demonstrate that well-calibrated OOD uncertainty leads to improved downstream classifi-
cation accuracy if models are given the option to refuse prediction based on confidence.
Finally, we show that f VI improves robustness against adversarial attacks.
We used three different model archetypes in our experiments: Basic, Dropout and Ensem-
ble, where Basic refers to a simple, deterministic version of the model, Dropout models
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are based on [23], and Ensemble models follow [24]. Each archetype is trained using two
different inference strategies: the ML approach (including the expected log-likelihood
objective) and our f VI approach as described in Section 4.1. Depending on the experi-
ment, we either employ feedforward multilayer perceptrons (MLP) or convolutional neural
networks (CNN). This will be mentioned at the respective sections. In any particular
experiment, the three different model archetypes (Basic, Dropout, Ensemble) are always
built on top of the same underlying model architecture (MLP or CNN). The two different
inference strategies always share exactly the same model in terms of archetype and archi-
tecture, including the number of model parameters, predictive complexity etc. Additional
implementation details are discussed in Appendix I.

Toy Problem To visualize the effects of functional variational inference under tractable
and interpretable conditions, we conduct a toy experiment with the Two Moons data.
Figure 4.3 illustrates that our inference approach combined with a uniform Dirichlet prior
adequately increases predictive uncertainty outside of the observed data, whereas ML
training leads to overconfident extrapolation. Furthermore, it is also possible to use priors
which favor either class, as illustrated by Figure H.1 in Appendix H.

Uncertainty Quantification and Robustness To evaluate robustness and uncertainty
quantification capabilities, we used the train splits from the MNIST [105] and CIFAR10
[106] image classification data sets as training data and artificially constructed OOD test
data: rotated MNIST and corrupted CIFAR10 [107]. MNIST consists of grayscale images
of handwritten digits and rotated MNIST simply rotates these images up to 180◦, which is
challenging to predict in the absence of data augmentation. CIFAR10 consists of natural
color images of animals and vehicles, and corrupted CIFAR10 perturbs these images at 5
increasing levels of severity by changing the brightness, contrast and saturation, or adding
noise, blur or other artifacts, such that it becomes ever more difficult for the models to
classify them. We used MLPs for MNIST and CNNs for CIFAR10.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the differences between ML training and f VI. In terms of classification
error rate, both approaches yield the same performance, but in terms of log-likelihood,
f VI consistently outperforms ML training by a considerable margin as the data becomes
more OOD, i.e. as the rotation angle and corruption severity increase, except for Dropout
on CIFAR10, where improvements are less significant. The Basic models benefit the most
from the regularizing effects of f VI, followed by the Ensemble and lastly the Dropout
models, which matches the intuitions of single neural networks being prone to overfitting
and dropout providing strong regularizing effects.
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Figure 4.4.: Evaluation of standard ML training (dashed lines with triangle mark-ers) vs. our proposed fVI (solid lines with circle markers) with Basic(blue), Dropout (orange) and Ensemble (green) models using OOD data.Lines with markers denote the mean and shaded areas denote twostandard deviations. The horizontal black lines in the second row de-note the performance of the uniform prior.
Index Set Comparison To illustrate the importance of index sets, we train the f VI models
for rotated MNIST using three different index sets: the training data without rotations,
rotated by 90°, and rotated by 90° and 180°. While simply using the training data without
rotations as index set for f VI already outperforms the ML training, a direct comparison in
Figure 4.5 illustrates that performance can be further increased if an appropriate index set,
i.e. example OOD data, is available. With 90° rotations, all models are noticeably closer
to the prior in the corresponding proximity. Additionally incorporating 180° rotations
demonstrates the same effect in the new corresponding proximity for all models while
maintaining the previous improvements. These results demonstrate that the index set
informs the predictive model of the possible data distribution at deployment, allowing
for anticipation and better calibration for OOD data. This could be achieved through
manual data augmentation, unlabelled data or synthetic data generation. Note, for all
other image experiments, we only use the training data as an index set, to show the
baseline performance without this inductive bias.
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Figure 4.5.: Comparison of rotated MNIST log-likelihood for models trained withfVI using different index sets: training data without rotations (left), ro-tated by 90° (middle), and rotated by 90° and 180°. Blue correspondsto the Basic model, orange to the Dropout model and green to the En-semble model. Colored lines with circle markers denotes the meanand the shaded area denotes two standard deviations. The horizontalblack line denotes the performance of the uniform prior.
Predictive Entropy andMutual Information To compare predictive entropy, represented
by the entropy of the Dirichlet mean, and epistemic uncertainty, represented by the
Dirichlet mutual information as described in Section 4.2, in terms of distinguishing between
IND and OOD, we visualize IND and OOD distributions using Gaussian kernel density
estimates. For MNIST, we use the regular test split as IND and the 90° rotated test split as
OOD. For CIFAR10, we use corruption severity 1 as IND and severity 5 as OOD.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the differences between predictive entropy and mutual information
for Ensemble models. The equivalent densities for Basic and Dropout models are visualized
in Figures H.2, H.3 and H.4 in Appendix H. For MNIST, two individual distributions with
different modes are visible for both predictive entropy and mutual information, suggesting
that the models are capable of separating IND and OOD. Additionally, f VI prevents IND
overconfidence and slightly shifts the OOD densities to the right, increasing overall OOD
predictive entropy compared to ML. Furthermore, the densities of predictive entropy
and mutual information are similar in terms of shape and relative position, which is
slightly disappointing but not unexpected because predictive entropy contains epistemic
uncertainty per definition and only differs from mutual information in terms of aleatoric
uncertainty. Thus, predictive entropy andmutual information have similar characteristics if
the aleatoric uncertainty is approximately constant and not tremendously high. In contrast
to MNIST, the CIFAR10 densities overlap substantially, which could either indicate that
corrupted CIFAR10 at severity 1 and 5 are still remarkably close or simply demonstrate
that CNNs offer greater implicit regularization and generalization than MLPs.
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Figure 4.6.: Comparison of predictive entropy vs. mutual information for MNIST(left) and CIFAR10 (right) using IND (blue) and OOD (red) test data.
Downstream Classification Accuracy To demonstrate direct benefits of improved un-
certainty quantification, we compare ML training to f VI by first allowing the models to
refuse prediction based on a confidence threshold and then measuring the downstream
classification accuracy. We train all models on the regular MNIST and CIFAR10 train splits
and evaluate them using IND and OOD data. For MNIST, the IND data is the regular test
split, which contains 10000 images, and the OOD data is the regular test split rotated by
90°. For CIFAR10, the IND data is the CIFAR10 data corrupted at severity 1 and the OOD
data is the CIFAR10 data corrupted at severity 5, each featuring 190000 images. We do
not use the regular CIFAR10 test split because it only contains 10000 images, which would
lead to imbalance when compared to the large amount of corrupted CIFAR10 images. For
all models, the predicted class label is the index of the maximum of the posterior Dirichlet
mean, where the mean is a probability vector. If that maximum probability is equal to or
below 50%, prediction is refused and the query rejected. We chose 50% as the threshold
because, in terms of predicting a specific class, the model is making a binary decision
on the most likely class. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that the model should be
more confident than chance. Similar OOD rejection experiments were conducted with
models rejecting a fixed percentage of all queries [14]. However, we find this approach
to be unreasonable for real-world scenarios, which are typically motivated to minimize
rejection as much as possible.
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Table 4.1.: Rotated MNIST and corrupted CIFAR10 downstream classification accu-racy after rejecting queries whose predictions are too uncertain. Giventhe option of refusing prediction, fVI consistently outperforms standardML training both IND and OOD for all models.
MNIST Total Acc. % IND Acc. % OOD Acc. % IND Rej. % OOD Rej. %

Basic 56.7± 0.24 97.1± 0.05 13.0± 0.48 0.5± 0.03 8.2± 0.41

+ fVI 63.7± 0.33 98.1± 0.05 14.5± 0.67 2.1± 0.06 31.5± 0.71

Dropout 64.7± 0.32 97.5± 0.04 16.0± 0.43 2.6± 0.06 34.2± 1.07

+ fVI 69.3± 0.77 97.9± 0.06 17.3± 0.42 4.2± 0.10 47.0± 1.96

Ensemble 64.2± 0.21 98.4± 0.01 14.6± 0.33 0.9± 0.02 31.4± 0.61

+ fVI 71.8± 0.24 99.0± 0.02 16.7± 0.37 2.0± 0.02 51.7± 0.60

CIFAR10

Basic 67.4± 0.10 74.4± 0.08 60.3± 0.16 1.3± 0.03 2.0± 0.05

+ fVI 68.2± 0.10 75.0± 0.10 61.3± 0.12 2.7± 0.03 4.1± 0.06

Dropout 78.1± 0.15 85.6± 0.10 69.7± 0.23 11.2± 0.06 19.5± 0.23

+ fVI 78.6± 0.16 86.1± 0.08 70.2± 0.28 12.8± 0.07 22.0± 0.18

Ensemble 82.7± 0.04 84.7± 0.04 80.6± 0.04 9.9± 0.06 13.6± 0.09

+ fVI 85.1± 0.05 86.7± 0.05 83.5± 0.06 14.6± 0.10 20.5± 0.12

Table 4.1 shows that f VI consistently outperforms standard training in both IND and
OOD accuracy, and thus also total accuracy. Additionally, f VI rejects more queries both
IND and OOD, although the increase is more profound OOD, which is to be expected.
Notably, the difference between IND and OOD accuracy is significantly larger for MNIST,
which strengthens our presumption that either corrupted CIFAR10 is less challenging than
rotated MNIST or CNNs provide better regularization and generalization than MLPs.
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Figure 4.7.: Comparison of standard ML training (dashed lines with triangle mark-ers) vs. proposed fVI (solid lines with circle markers) with Basic (blue),Dropout (orange) and Ensemble (green) models under the FGSM adver-sarial attack with perturbation strength Epsilon. Lines with markersdenote the mean and shaded areas denote two standard deviations.
Adversarial Attacks Despite the success of CNNs in computer vision, adversarial attacks
are one of the biggest risks when it comes to practical applications [108]. We evaluate the
robustness of f VI compared to standard ML training on the CIFAR10 and TinyImageNet
(TIN) [109] datasets using the fast gradient sign method (FGSM) [110].
Figure 4.7 compares the accuracy and the log-likelihood of the test data with increasing
amounts of perturbation, ranging from ϵ = 0 (no adversarial attack) to ϵ = 0.3. Although
both ML and f VI models lose their classification accuracy when the FGSM attack is
introduced, the f VI models only suffer small decreases in log-likelihood, converging to
reasonable values, whereas the log-likelihoods of the ML models drop to extremely low
values. This behavior of the log-likelihoods indicates that the f VI models are aware of
their low predictive accuracy, reporting low confidence which results in overall reasonable
log-likelihoods, while the ML models make overconfident false predictions, resulting in
unreasonably low log-likelihoods. Therefore, this experiment demonstrates that f VI can
make CNNs more robust against adversarial attacks, which is an important asset for
practical applications, and their safety and security.
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5. Conclusion

We investigated functional variational inference in Bayesian neural networks for regression
and classification tasks, improving robustness and uncertainty quantification through
the use of interpretable priors in function space instead of conventional weight-space
priors. In terms of regression, we leverage the analytical tractability of the NLM to propose
functional priors directly in predictive space and in derivative space, which improve
epistemic uncertainty by promoting feature diversity. This approach has several attractive
properties over weight-space BNNs, such as explicit predictive distributions and an intuitive
prior that directly enhances functional uncertainty. The NLM further demonstrates that,
like GPs, linear Bayesian models can be sufficient for many problems if the underlying
feature space is adequately expressive. We have shown through a suite of tasks that the
functional priors significantly improve the uncertainty quantification of the NLM, such
that the model is a viable parametric alternative to GPs for downstream tasks like active
learning. In terms of classification, our approach provides a unified formalism of prior
work on Dirichlet-based classifiers with functional regularization, and can be applied
to a general class of probabilistic classification models without altering their underlying
architectures. Experiments demonstrated that our approach consistently outperforms
standard maximum likelihood training in terms of uncertainty quantification, which
can directly be leveraged to improve downstream classification accuracy and robustness
against adversarial attacks. By considering the design of the index set, we have shown
how one can trade-off scalability against out-of-distribution awareness by extending the
functional KL divergence evaluation beyond the training distribution. Future research
should study index sets for functional variational inference in more detail, develop effective
methods for constructing them and explore similarities to data augmentation. Additionally,
for regression, our function-space priors could provide a way of incorporating domain
knowledge, e.g. from physics, into the model to improve performance over pure black box
models. Furthermore, for classification, epistemic uncertainty quantification via closed-
form Dirichlet mutual information should be investigated as an attractive alternative to
sampling-based methods for downstream tasks such as active learning.
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A. Neural Linear Model Derivatives

To compute the derivative of the predictive random variable y, we apply the limit definition
of the derivative to two distinct predictions without aleatoric noise, namely f(ξ) = f̄ξ+ ϵξ
and f(ξ+δ) = f̄δ+ ϵδ, where f̄ is the predictive mean function and ϵ is the zero-centered
epistemic uncertainty (Equations (3.6) and (3.14))

∂f

∂x
(ξ) = lim

δ→0

f(ξ + δ)− f(ξ)

ξ + δ − ξ
= lim

δ→0

f̄δ + ϵδ − f̄ξ − ϵξ

δ
, (A.1)

= lim
δ→0

f̄δ − f̄ξ
δ

+ lim
δ→0

ϵδ − ϵξ
δ

. (A.2)

Here, the first term corresponds to its expected value and the second term represents its
variance. In order to use Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem to exchange the
order of expectations, variances and limits [111], the following derivations assume that
all limits of the form limδ→0 gδ consider a measurable sequence of functions gδ which
converges pointwise to a function g and is dominated by some integrable function h, i.e.
|gδ(ξ)| ≤ h(ξ) for all δ and all ξ.
To compute the expected value, we rearrange until we can apply the expectation operator
to the individual terms. Afterwards, we separate the terms which are relevant for the limit
from the terms which are constant w.r.t. the limit. Finally, we evaluate the limit

E
[︃
∂f

∂x
(ξ)

]︃
, = E

[︃
lim
δ→0

f(ξ + δ)− f(ξ)

ξ + δ − ξ

]︃
= E

[︄
lim
δ→0

f̄δ + ϵδ − f̄ξ − ϵξ

δ

]︄
, (A.3)

= lim
δ→0

E
[︁
f̄δ
]︁
+ E [ϵδ]− E

[︁
f̄ξ
]︁
− E [ϵξ]

δ
, (A.4)

= lim
δ→0

φ⊤
δ µn + 0− φ⊤

ξ µn − 0

δ
, (A.5)

=

[︃
lim
δ→0

φδ − φξ

δ

]︃⊤
µn = Jφ

⊤
ξ µn. (A.6)
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Here, Jφξ represents the Jacobian of φ evaluated at ξ. Since the predictive mean functions
for both the Gaussian and the Student-t models are the same, the expected value of their
derivative distributions are also the same.
Before we compute the variance, we first derive a closed-form expression for the joint
zero-centered epistemic uncertainty p(ϵξ, ϵδ), which we will need later. Subtracting the
mean and discarding the aleatoric noise component from the predictive distributions
(Equations (3.6) and (3.14)) yields

p(ϵξ, ϵδ) = N

⎛⎝⎡⎣ϵξ
ϵδ

⎤⎦ ⃓⃓⃓⃓⃓⃓0,
⎡⎣φ⊤

ξ Λ
−1
n φξ φ⊤

ξ Λ
−1
n φδ

φ⊤
δ Λ

−1
n φξ φ⊤

δ Λ
−1
n φδ

⎤⎦⎞⎠ , (A.7)

for the Gaussian and

p(ϵξ, ϵδ) = St
⎛⎝⎡⎣ϵξ

ϵδ

⎤⎦ ⃓⃓⃓⃓⃓⃓0, bnan
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ξ Λ
−1
n φξ φ⊤

ξ Λ
−1
n φδ

φ⊤
δ Λ

−1
n φξ φ⊤

δ Λ
−1
n φδ

⎤⎦ , 2an
⎞⎠ , (A.8)

for the Student-t model, respectively.
To compute the variance, we follow a similar procedure as for the expected value, first
rearranging and then applying the variance operator to the individual terms using the
variance rule for the sum of two random variables. Since the predictive mean is constant
w.r.t. the variance operator, the corresponding terms evaluate to zero. Thus, the variance
operator is only applied to ϵ

V
[︃
∂f

∂x
(ξ)

]︃
= V
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lim
δ→0

f(ξ + δ)− f(ξ)

ξ + δ − ξ

]︃
= V
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lim
δ→0
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δ

]︄
, (A.9)

= lim
δ→0

1

δ2
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V
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,

(A.10)

= lim
δ→0

1

δ2
(V[ϵδ]+V[ϵξ]− C[ϵδ, ϵξ]− C[ϵξ, ϵδ]) . (A.11)

Replacing the variance terms with the Gaussian model yields
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The corresponding derivation for the Student-t model is almost identical with the only
difference being a scalar factor. Note that the Student-t distribution requires an additional
factor to convert from scale into variance, which vanishes when converting back into scale

V
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∂x
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]︃
=
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an
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, (A.16)

=
2an

2an − 2

bn
an

Jφ
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ξ Λ

−1
n Jφξ. (A.17)

Finally, we can assemble our derivative distributions

N (∂xf | Jφx
⊤µn,Jφx

⊤Λ−1
n Jφx) or St(∂xf | Jφx

⊤µn,
bn
an
Jφx

⊤Λ−1
n Jφx , 2an), (A.18)

for the Gaussian and Student-t model respectively.
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B. Forward Mode Automatic Differentiation

Forward mode automatic differentiation can be represented using dual number algebra.
Similar to complex numbers, dual numbers consist of a real part and a dual part, which
is a second real number multiplied by a nilpotent ϵ, i.e. ϵ2 = 0. The real part represents
the function value and the dual part represents the directional derivative with respect to
the initial input. Both parts can be computed jointly and efficiently by adapting primitive
operations, such as addition and multiplication.
For example, let z = 2x + 2ϵ = ⟨2x, 2⟩ be a dual number, where Re(z) = 2x is the real
part and Du(z) = 2 is the dual part. Note that the dual part is the partial derivative of the
real part with respect to x. Now, let f be the square function f(x) = x2. Applying f to z
and cancelling any ϵ2 = 0 results in another dual number,

f(z) = f(⟨2x, 2⟩) = (2x+ 2ϵ)2 = 4x2 + 8xϵ+�
�>
0

4ϵ2 = 4x2 + 8xϵ = ⟨4x2, 8x⟩, (B.1)

where 4x2 is the real part and 8x is the dual part, which is the partial derivative of 4x2
with respect to x.
For neural network layers, the function value and the directional derivative w.r.t. the
input can be derived as closed-form expression, given input value x and Jacobian J. For
example, let f be an affine transformation with weight matrix A and bias term b,

f(⟨x,J⟩) = f(x+ Jϵ) = A(x+ Jϵ) + b = Ax+AJϵ+ b = ⟨Ax+ b,AJ⟩. (B.2)

In general,

f(⟨ξ,J⟩) = ⟨f(ξ), ∂f
∂x

(ξ)J⟩, (B.3)

which, using dynamic programming, can be turned into efficient implementations.
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For a neural network with two hidden layers and element-wise activation functions σi,
the output y given input x can be expressed using intermediate steps

h1 = A1x+ b1,
∂h1

∂x
= A1, (B.4)

z1 = σ1(h1),
∂z1
∂h1

=
∂σ1

∂h1
, (B.5)

h2 = A2z1 + b2,
∂h2

∂z1
= A2, (B.6)

z2 = σ2(h2),
∂z2
∂h2

=
∂σ2

∂h2
, (B.7)

y = A3z2 + b3,
∂y

∂z2
= A3, (B.8)

where Ai and bi are the weight matrices and bias terms of the corresponding layers, and
hi and zi are intermediate values. The right column lists intermediate partial derivatives.
Using the dual number notation and the general relationship from Equation (B.3), and
initializing the Jacobian with the identity matrix I, we can write

h1 = ⟨ A1x+ b1, A1⟩, (B.9)

z1 = ⟨ σ1(h1),
∂σ1

∂h
(h1)A1⟩, (B.10)

h2 = ⟨ A2z1 + b2, A2
∂σ1

∂h
(h1)A1⟩, (B.11)

z2 = ⟨ σ2(h2),
∂σ2

∂h
(h2)A2

∂σ1

∂h
(h1)A1⟩, (B.12)

y = ⟨ A3z2 + b3, A3
∂σ2

∂h
(h2)A2

∂σ1

∂h
(h1)A1⟩, (B.13)

where (∂σi/∂h)(hi) is the partial derivative of the activation function σi w.r.t. its input
and evaluated at hi. In particular, assuming that closed-form expressions are available for
∂σi/∂h, the dual part of each intermediate result only depends on previously computed
values. Thus, dynamic programming can be leveraged to jointly compute the real and the
dual part with a single forward pass.
To confirm that the dual part is indeed the desired partial derivative of output y w.r.t.
initial input x, we apply the chain rule of derivatives, such that ∂y/∂x factorizes as

∂y

∂x
=

∂y

∂z2

∂z2
∂h2

∂h2

∂z1

∂z1
∂h1

∂h1

∂x
. (B.14)

Substituting the corresponding expressions confirms the equivalence.
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C. Gap Regression Dataset Visualization
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Figure C.1.: Visualization of the Quanser cartpole swing-up dataset, depicting cartposition x, pole angle θ and cart drive torque τ . The complete datasetalso includes the velocities and accelerations. Red corresponds to thetraining data and blue corresponds to the test data.
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Figure C.2.: Visualization of the Sarcos dataset with joint positions θ and drivetorques τ . The gap is generated from θ4 during the period of sustaineddisplacement, and the regression target is τ5 due to the induced offset.Red corresponds to the training data, blue to the test data.
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Figure C.3.: Phase plots for each join state q and base drive torque τ to illustrate thegap dataset generated by running the same trajectory at two differentspeeds on the Barret WAM 4 DOF manipulator. Red corresponds to thetraining data and blue corresponds to the test data.
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D. Scalable NLM Batch Training

While the NLM can be trained using exact inference, this results in gradient updates that
leverage the entire training dataset each iteration. This poses a scaling issue for large
models and datasets due to the memory requirements during backpropagation, especially
in the case of a LD prior as the Jacobians are also computed and stored. Previous work
avoided this complexity by using the MAP approximation while training the features [56],
but this discards the Bayesian component, which we require for f VI. The closed-form
posteriors can also be computed using sequential Bayesian updates on batches of data
[87], however we found that this dramatically increases the complexity of the computation
graph and rendered backpropagation for the features unfeasibly slow for large models.
To offer a compromise between inference accuracy and scalable learning, we detail a
training scheme based on automatic differentiation variational inference (adVI) [112],
where the posterior updates and log-marginal likelihood objective is replaced by the
ELBO. Optimizing the (exact) variational posterior, inference and feature learning can
be performed using backpropagation on batches of data. Since the expected likelihood
term of the ELBO can be computed exactly, we still retain some of the benefits of the NLM
approach. Defining a variational posterior qφ(β | D) = N (µq,Λ

−1
q ) with parameters φ,

the ELBO objective (that replaces the log marginal) is

ELBO(Dbatch, φ) = Eqφ(β|D)[log p(Dbatch | β)]− nbatch
n

DKL(qφ(β | D) || p(β)). (D.1)

For univariate prediction, where β is distributed as a multivariate Gaussian, the expected
log-likelihood can be written as

Eqφ(β|D)[log p(D | β)] = − 1

2σ2

(︂
y⊤y − y⊤Φµq − µ⊤

q Φ
⊤y + µ⊤

q Φ
⊤Φµq (D.2)

+ tr
{︂
Φ⊤ΦΛ−1

q

}︂)︂
− n

2
log
(︁
2πσ2

)︁
. (D.3)

After training, we compute the exact posterior for the learned features using sequential
Bayes on mini-batches of data. Using this variation, we observe that on real data there is
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Figure D.1.: Illustration of the performance gap between the exact and variationalNLM on a toy 1D regression problem. While the weight prior was fixed,the aleatoric variance was optimized for all cases. As expected, thevariational approximation lags behind exact inference, however whencombined with feature learning the variational objective aids conver-gence, presumably because it is a numerically beneficial objective. Re-assuringly, all models converge to similar performance. For the fixedfeature space, Fourier features of increasing frequency were used. Forthe learned features, two layers of Tanh activations were used. Thewidth of both feature spaces was equal.
typically a reduction in performance, therefore features learned using exact inference are
superior to those from this variational approximation. The main weakness is that empirical
Bayes is no longer easy to perform, as it would now require expensive bilevel optimization
of the prior and ELBO. Not optimizing the weight prior may result in underfitting for
certain tasks. For the implementation, Λq was parameterized through a diagonal and
lower triangular matrix to ensure positive definiteness. Note that when the variational
posterior is the true posterior (Equations 3.4 and 3.5), the ELBO objective is equal to the
log-marginal likelihood (Equation (3.7)) by definition.
We evaluate our scalable batch training approach using the flight delay dataset, which has
700k training points and 100k test points. The task consists of predicting the delay time in
minutes using features describing the flight and aircraft. Due to the large-scale nature
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Table D.1.: Results for the flight dataset, means and standard errors over 10 seeds.
Model Test RMSE Test LLH

MAP Tanh 24.20± 0.02 −4.61± 0.00

NLM Tanh 27.00± 0.08 −4.72± 0.00

NLM + LD Tanh 26.87± 0.17 −4.72± 0.01

VAR NLM Tanh 30.47± 0.00 −4.76± 0.00

VAR NLM + LD Tanh 30.48± 0.00 −4.75± 0.00

SVI GP [29] 32.6 -
DGP 5 [68] 24.1 −4.58

MFVI + NCP [113] LReLU 24.71 −4.38

of the task, we report the results of previous work. Note that the noise contrastive prior
MFVI baseline used network of size [1000, 1000, 1000] and the deep Gaussian process is
for the (superior) 5 layer model. The results appear to be over one seed. We observed
competitive performance with a MAP baseline with an architecture of only [100, 100, 100],
and this smaller size allowed us to compare the exact and variational NLM within our
GPU memory limits (32GB), as there was a memory bottleneck in computing the model
Jacobians for the LD prior.
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E. Latent Derivative Ablation Study

To illustrate the importance and sensitivity of model parameters when using the LD prior,
we trained T-NLMs on a sparsely observed 1D signal until convergence while changing
hyperparameters and visualizing their effects.

Network Size Bayesian models should scale gracefully with model complexity [114].
In Figure E.1, we show that the model predictions are comparable when significantly
increasing the network size. Here, we used the Tanh activation and Σp = 1 for all models.

[50, 50] [100, 100, 100] [200, 200, 200, 200]

Figure E.1.: NLM with LD prior and different number of hidden units. While the fitvaries with the model size, this is mainly due to the increased fidelity.The mean and variance maintain a reasonably consistent shape.

Activation Function Activation functions directly influence the neural space and shape
of functions which a neural network can represent. In Figure E.2, we show how the
hypothesis space changes when using different activation functions. Here, we used [50, 50]
hidden units and Σp = 1 for all models.
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Tanh Leaky ReLU Softplus

Figure E.2.: NLM with LD prior and different activation functions. The smoothnessof the hypothesis space changes, but the mean and variance remainconsistent.
Latent Derivative Variance Intuitively, small Σp prefer constant functions and larger
Σp encourage diverse functions. In Figure E.3, we demonstrate that reducing Σp reduces
the diversity of the feature space. Increasing Σp yields a reduced effect due to the limited
network capacity. Here, we used [50, 50] hidden units and the Tanh activation for all
models.

Σp = 0.01 Σp = 1 Σp = 100

Figure E.3.: NLM with LD prior and different latent derivative variances. The priorcontrols the variety of the function space, but this is mainly noticeablefor small values of Σp.
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F. Related Work on Dirichlet Classification

In this section, we discuss similarities and differences to prior work with Dirichlet posteriors
in more detail by comparing assumptions and optimization objectives. To this end, we
first explain prior work using their own notation and then discuss the correspondence to
our f VI perspective.

Prior Networks [36] use a neural network with parameters θ to directly predict the
concentration parameters αc of a Dirichlet distribution p(µ|x;θ), given input x, which
is distinct from our approach of estimating a posterior Dirichlet from M categorical
predictions. To ensure αc > 0, an element-wise exponential operation is applied as the
final layer of the neural network. Additionally, prior networks minimize an optimization
objective consisting of two separate KL divergences, representing IND and OOD data
respectively,

L(θ) = Epin(x)[DKL(Dir(µ|α̂) || p(µ|x;θ))] + Epout(x)[DKL(Dir(µ|α̃) || p(µ|x;θ))].
(F.1)

The first expectation Epin accounts for the actual learning, i.e. fitting the training data,
whereas the second expectation Epout is supposed to regularize the model by matching
a prior distribution. Accordingly, the first expectation is computed for the training data
and can be compared to the expected log-likelihood term in our f VI approach. Instead of
maximizing the categorical log-likelihood ofM observations, prior networks construct
Dirichlet targets by smoothing categorical ground truth labels to define the Dirichlet
mean and setting the precision as a hyperparameter during training. Although we also
use label smoothing, it is only for numerical reasons and not for the construction of
target distributions. Additionally, prior networks treat the precision of their constructed
target distribution as a hyperparameter, whereas we estimate the Dirichlet precision
of our predicted variational posterior distribution via maximum likelihood. The second
expectation is computed for OOD data and resembles the fKL term in our f VI approach,
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where the OOD data is used as the index set. In contrast to prior networks, the more
general fKL formulation also allows the training data or mixtures of training data and OOD
data as index sets, whereas prior networks explicitly compute their second expectation for
OOD data only. Furthermore, both prior network expectations consider the KL divergence
from the neural network predictive distribution (right) to the target or prior distribution
(left), whereas, in our f VI approach, and variational inference in general, the KL divergence
from the prior distribution (right) to the variational posterior (left) is considered.

Belief Matching [38] assumes a Dirichlet prior which, together with the categorical
ground truth class labels, define a target Dirichlet posterior. A neural network is used to
directly predict concentration parameters of a Dirichlet posterior qz|x by replacing the final
softmax layer with an element-wise exponential operation. To learn the target posterior,
belief matching maximizes

lEB(y, α
W(x)) = Eqz|x [log zy]−DKL(q

W
z|x || pz|x), (F.2)

where Eqz|x [log zy] is the expected log-likelihood of the training data and DKL(q
W
z|x || pz|x)

is the KL divergence between the predicted Dirichlet posterior and the Dirichlet prior.
Therefore, their objective matches our fELBO objective (4.2) except for two differences:
Firstly, belief matching computes both the expected log-likelihood and the KL divergence
with respect to their single, directly predicted Dirichlet distribution, whereas we evaluate
them as arithmetic averages ofM stochastic categorical model outputs. Secondly, belief
matching does not recognize the functional aspect and instead only considers evaluation
of the KL divergence using the training data, which resembles our fKL where the index
set is constrained to be the training data.

Evidential Deep Learning [39] directly predicts the concentration parameter of a Dirich-
let distribution by using a neural network with ReLU activations as final layer to assert the
positive constraint. Additionally, a loss function is derived via type-II maximum likelihood
by integrating over a Dirichlet prior and the sum of squares between target labels yi

and predicted probabilities pi. Furthermore, a regularizing KL divergence term is added,
resulting in a total loss function,

L(Θ) =
N∑︂
i=1

⎛⎝ K∑︂
j=1

(︃
(yij − p̂ij)

2 +
p̂ij(1− p̂ij)

Si + 1

)︃
+ λtDKL(Dir(pi|α̃i) || Dir(pi|1))

⎞⎠ ,

(F.3)
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where yij are individual 0-1 target labels, p̂ij are components of the predicted Dirichlet
mean, Si is the predicted Dirichlet precision, α̃i is the predicted Dirichlet concentration
parameter, 1 is a vector of ones and λt is a annealing coefficient for optimization. The
first part of their loss is responsible for fitting the training data and can thus be compared
to the LML objective in Equation (4.1). The LML objective can be derived from the
categorical log-likelihood via type-I maximum likelihood, whereas their objective is derived
by minimizing the sum of squares via type-II maximum likelihood. The second part of
their loss resembles the fKL in our f VI approach. However, they only evaluate the KL
divergence for the training data and explicitly consider the uniform Dirichlet distribution
with concentration 1. Therefore, their KL divergence regularization term is a special case
of our fKL with the index set being the training data and the prior being the uniform
Dirichlet distribution. For both parts, a major difference between evidential deep learning
and our approach is the realization of the predictive Dirichlet distribution. Evidential
deep learning directly predicts Dirichlet concentration parameters, whereas we use M
categorical predictions to estimate a Dirichlet distribution via maximum likelihood.
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G. Mutual Information

In this appendix, we provide the full derivation of the closed-form Dirichlet mutual infor-
mation presented in Section 4.2. Let y ∼ Cat (·|fx), fx ∼ Dir (·|α), fxk ∼ Beta (·|ak, bk),
where ak = αk, a′k = ak + 1, bk = α0 − αk and α0 =

∑︁K
k=1 αk,

MI (fx;y) = H (y)−H (y|fx) , (G.1)

where the first term H (y) can be derived as

H (y) = −
K∑︂
k=1

Efx [fxk] log (Efx [fxk]) , (G.2)

= −
K∑︂
k=1

Efxk
[fxk] log

(︁
Efxk

[fxk]
)︁
, (G.3)

= −
K∑︂
k=1

αk

α0
log

(︃
αk

α0

)︃
. (G.4)

The derivation of the second term H (y|fx) is illustrated on the next page.
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H (y|fx) = Efx

[︄
−

K∑︂
k=1

fxk log (fxk)

]︄
, (G.5)

= −
K∑︂
k=1

Efx [fxk log (fxk)] = −
K∑︂
k=1

Efxk
[fxk log (fxk)] , (G.6)

= −
K∑︂
k=1

∫︂ 1

0
fxk log(fxk)

fxk
ak−1(1− fxk)

bk−1

B(ak, bk)
dfxk, (G.7)

= −
K∑︂
k=1

∫︂ 1

0
log(fxk)

fxk
ak(1− fxk)

bk−1

B(ak, bk)
dfxk, (G.8)

= −
K∑︂
k=1

∫︂ 1

0
log(fxk)

fxk
a′k−1(1− fxk)

bk−1

B(ak, bk)
dfxk, lim

c→0

xc − 1

c
= log x (G.9)

= −
K∑︂
k=1

1

B(ak, bk)

∫︂ 1

0

∂

∂a′k
fxk

a′k−1(1− fxk)
bk−1dfxk, (G.10)

= −
K∑︂
k=1

1

B(ak, bk)

∂

∂a′k

∫︂ 1

0
fxk

a′k−1(1− fxk)
bk−1dfxk, (G.11)

= −
K∑︂
k=1

1

B(ak, bk)

∂

∂a′k
B(a′k, bk), (G.12)

= −
K∑︂
k=1

1

B(ak, bk)
B(a′k, bk)(ψ(a

′
k)− ψ(a′k + bk)), (G.13)

= −
K∑︂
k=1

1

B(ak, bk)

ak
ak + bk

B(ak, bk)(ψ(ak + 1)− ψ(ak + 1 + bk)), (G.14)

= −
K∑︂
k=1

ak
ak + bk

(ψ(ak + 1)− ψ(ak + 1 + bk)), (G.15)

= −
K∑︂
k=1

αk

α0
(ψ (αk + 1)− ψ (α0 + 1)) . (G.16)
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H. Additional Classification Figures

In this appendix, we present additional figures which illustrate the effects of f VI when
used with non-uniform priors, and predictive entropy and mutual information densities.

Basic Dropout Ensemble

No Prior

β = (1, 1)

β = (1, 2)

β = (2, 1)

Figure H.1.: Toy problem classification with different concentration parameter β.
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Figure H.2.: MNIST predictive entropy for regular (blue) and 90° rotated data (red).
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Figure H.3.: CIFAR10 predictive entropy for corruption severity 1 (blue) and 5 (red).
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Figure H.4.: MNIST and CIFAR10 mutual information for in-distribution data (blue)and out-of-distribution data (red).
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I. Implementation Details

I.1. Regression

For this work, we used the PyTorch library [115]. Additionally, for the MFVI baselines,
we used Pyro [116]. All models are implemented to support multivariate inputs and
multiple outputs. For all NLM models, we set µ0 = 0 and Λ0 to a diagonal matrix with m
(+k if using identity features,+1 if using bias term) distinct parameters along the diagonal.
Identity features and bias term for the Bayesian weights β were always used. Hidden bias
terms were enabled for all neural network layers. We conducted experiments with Tanh
and Leaky ReLU activation functions, the hidden neural network units were set to [50, 50]
for all datasets except Sarcos gap and Wam gap, where they were set to [200, 200]. The
prior weight precision matrix Λ0 was initialized to identity. For the Gaussian model, we
used a diagonal covariance matrix parameter Σ to represent the aleatoric uncertainty
independently for each output dimension. We initialized Σ to identity. For the Student-t
model, we used a degree of freedom parameter ν0 and a diagonal, positive definite
matrix V0 to represent an inverse-Wishart distribution. We initialized ν0 and all diagonal
entries of V0 to 2, to match initial values of 1 for the inverse-gamma distribution in
the one-dimensional output case. If prior parameter values are estimated jointly via
backpropagation of the marginal likelihood (and fKL) objective they are learned in log-
space using a proxy variable to assert positive value constraints. For the noise distribution
used to create index sets, we set γ = 0.01, such that the standard deviaton for each input
dimension equals 0.1 in whitened space. For MFVI, we used independent N (0, ω/

√
nin)

priors for all neural network weights, where nin is the number of input features to the
corresponding layer and ω = 4, such that the GP limit exists [5]. Bias terms with
independent N (0, 1) priors were enabled for all layers. The variational distribution was
implemented using AutoDiagonalNormal from Pyro. For optimization, we used SVI
and Trace_ELBO from Pyro for optimization. To compute predictions for validation or
evaluation, we drew 100 samples from the weight distributions.
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Nonlinear Regression For all experiments, we used Adam [117] with default parameter
configurations except the learning rate. All learning rates were hand-tuned for every pair
of model and data. The number of training epochs was selected using a validation set
that consists of 20% of the training data for all models except for the NLM with WN or
GP prior, where it was 10%. We implemented early stopping by tracking the validation
log-likelihood until a maximum number of epochs. The number of training epochs that
yielded the highest validation log-likelihood is used to re-train on the full training data. For
the NLM and its variants with our proposed functional priors, we compute the validation
log-likelihood after every epoch, whereas for implicit predictive distributions, due to the
necessity of sampling during prediction, it is too expensive to compute the validation
log-likelihood after every epoch. Instead, we updated the validation log-likelihood every
100 epochs. Since tracking the validation log-likelihood is also too expensive for GP
regression, we stopped optimization when the average marginal likelihood of the past κ
epochs decreased less than threshold ρ compared to the average of the previous κ epochs.
For all datasets, κ was set to 11 and ρ was set to 1e-4.
Learning rates and maximum number of epochs are listed in Table I.1 for the gap tasks
and Table I.2 for the standard tasks. With respect to model-specific hyperparameters of
the baselines, we either adopted the recommended values, or manually chose a reasonable
value that performed well across tasks. This was to ensure a fair comparison to the NLM,
which also had fixed hyperparameters across tasks. For the NLM and its variants, the
weight prior and aleatoric noise were optimized via backpropagation using the marginal
likelihood. For the fKL objective of the LD prior, the model observation noise was used
instead of a fixed noise prior. The index set was created by adding noise to the training
data, except for the NLM with WN or GP prior, where we used 100 samples per epoch
from a uniform distribution consistent with Sun et al. [26]. For MFVI, ensembles, MC
dropout, SWAG and MAP, a mini-batch size of 32 was used for all regression experiments.
For the ensembles, 5 models were used. For MC dropout, a dropout probability of 0.2
was used. For SWAG, the sampling learning rate was set to double the training learning
rate, and 30 steps were used when sampling. As an additional note: some of the baselines
above are sometimes trained with an additional network output to model heteroskedastic
noise. We assume Gaussian homoskedastic noise across all models.

Active Learning The cartpole dataset in full is displayed in Figure C.1. The regression
task was for inverse dynamics, mapping the dynamic state (k = 6) to the recorded drive
torque. To construct the test data, every 5th sample was extracted from the first half of
the data, therefore containing approximately 50 / 50 swing-up and stabilization samples.
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Following previous work [113], an information-based acquisition rule was used, based on
a Bayesian model’s information gain [118],

Infogain(x) = 0.5 log

(︃
1 +

σ2e(x)

σ2a(x)

)︃
. (I.1)

As this rule can have several local maxima, it is beneficial to use this rule as a cate-
gorical distribution Cat(x) = Softmax(α Infogain(x)) when selecting several points at a
time. By applying a softmax transformation to Equation (I.1), datapoints can be sam-
pled without replacement. The temperature α was needed to shape the modes of the
distribution. To be robust across dataset sizes and Bayesian models, it was set to be
α = 0.01n/max(Infogain(x)), where n is the number of points.
We started with 25 randomly drawn samples, 25 additional points were selected over 40
iterations. The complete cartpole dataset contains 7490 points, collected at 250Hz. To
construct a fair test set (over swing-up and stabilization), the first half of the data was
downsampled by a factor of 5. Therefore, the available training data consisted of 6741
points, and the test 749. Here, the T-NLM was used and compared to the T-NLM with LD
prior and MFVI. All three models used the Tanh activation and hidden neural network
units of size [50, 250]. The NLM without LD prior was trained for 1000 iterations at a
learning rate of 1e-3, the NLM with LD prior was trained for 1000 iterations at a learning
rate of 1e-4, and MFVI was trained for 5000 iterations at a learning rate of 1e-3.

Bayesion Optimization The experiments were performed using BoTorch [119]. We
used their default SingleTaskGp, which uses a Matérn 5/2 kernel with an inverse
gamma prior, and compared it to the T-NLM with and without LD prior, both using the
Tanh activation function. For the Sinc in a Haystack task, we performed 40 iterations
with 4 starting samples, 500 acquisition samples and 100 acquisition restarts. For the
Hartmann6 task, we performed 100 iterations with 10 starting samples, 5000 acquisition
samples and 1000 acquisition restarts. Both NLMs used hidden units of shape [50, 50]
for the former and [50, 100] for the latter task. For both tasks, the NLM without LD prior
was trained for 1000 iterations at a learning rate of 1e-3 and the NLM with LD prior
was trained for 1000 iterations at a learning rate of 1e-4. The EI acquisition metric was
optimized using the default setting of the optimize_acqf function from BoTorch.

Computational Resources The experiments were conducted on a computer with an
AMD Ryzen 9 3900X 12-Core Processor, a Nvidia RTX 2080 graphics card and 64GB of
RAM. Large models and datasets were run on a Nvidia DGX workstation.
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Table I.1.: Learning rates and maximum number of epochs for gap tasks.
Model Cartpole Sarcos Wam

GP RBF 1e-2, 1000 1e-2, 5000 1e-3, 5000

NLM LReLU 1e-3, 7000 1e-3, 8000 5e-4, 15000
Tanh 1e-3, 7000 1e-3, 7000 5e-4, 15000

NLM + WN LReLU 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000
Tanh 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000

NLM + GP LReLU 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000
Tanh 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000

NLM + LD LReLU 1e-3, 10000 1e-3, 10000 5e-4, 15000
Tanh 1e-3, 10000 1e-3, 10000 5e-4, 15000

MFVI LReLU 1e-3, 50000 1e-3, 40000 1e-3, 60000
Tanh 1e-3, 50000 1e-3, 40000 1e-3, 60000

ENS LReLU 1e-3, 8000 1e-3, 40000 1e-3, 3000
Tanh 1e-3, 10000 1e-3, 3000 1e-3, 3000

MCD LReLU 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000
Tanh 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000

SWAG LReLU 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000
MAP LReLU 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000

Tanh 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000
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Table I.2.: Learning rates and maximum number of epochs for UCI tasks.
Model Boston Concrete Energy Yacht

GP RBF 1e-2, 1000 1e-2, 1000 1e-2, 2000 1e-2, 2000

NLM LReLU 1e-3, 3000 1e-3, 3000 1e-3, 8000 1e-3, 8000
Tanh 1e-3, 2000 1e-3, 3000 1e-3, 8000 1e-3, 8000

NLM + WN LReLU 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000
Tanh 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000

NLM + GP LReLU 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000
Tanh 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 15000

NLM + LD LReLU 1e-3, 4000 1e-3, 4000 1e-3, 10000 1e-3, 10000
Tanh 1e-3, 4000 1e-3, 4000 1e-3, 10000 1e-3, 10000

MFVI LReLU 1e-3, 10000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 30000 1e-3, 20000
Tanh 1e-3, 10000 1e-3, 15000 1e-3, 30000 1e-3, 20000

ENS LReLU 1e-3, 500 1e-3, 500 1e-3, 600 1e-3, 1200
Tanh 1e-3, 500 1e-3, 500 1e-3, 600 1e-3, 1200

MCD LReLU 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000
Tanh 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000

SWAG LReLU 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000
MAP LReLU 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000

Tanh 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000 1e-4, 10000
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I.2. Classification

We implemented all models using the PyTorch library [120] and parameters are opti-
mized using the Adam optimizer [121] with default parameters but the learning rate.
The Two Moons data was generated by the make_moons function from the popular
scikit-learn library using 100 samples, 0.2 noise and random state 456, the PyTorch
manual seed was set to 123. For this toy problem, all models were MLPs with two hidden
layers consisting of 25 hidden units each, bias terms enabled and ReLU activation. For the
Dropout models, the dropout rate was set to 0.2 and for the Ensemble models, we used
10 members per ensemble. All models were trained for 1000 epochs at a learning rate
of 0.005. The index set for the KL divergence was the visible 2D input plane, discretized
at steps of 0.05. Since there was no mini-batch training, the KL term was not scaled
according to Section 4.1. This toy experiment is the only exception in this regard.
For rotated MNIST, we used all 60000 images of shape 28x28x1 reshaped to 784 from
the train split with pixel values normalized to [−1, 1] and no other pre-processing or
data augmentation. All 10000 images from the test set were used during evaluation,
rotated by a fixed degree, ranging from 0° to 180° in 10° steps, resulting in a total of
190000 test images. The MNIST [105] data is available under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license. All models were MLPs with two hidden
layers consisting of 50 units each, bias terms enabled and ReLU activation. For the Dropout
models, the dropout rate was set to 0.2 and for the Ensemble models, we used 10 members
per ensemble. All models were trained for 30 epochs at a learning rate of 0.001 using a
mini-batch size of 256. The index set for the KL divergence was the training data itself,
except for the index set comparison section, where the different index sets are stated
explicitly. Results were obtained using 10 random seeds.
For corrupted CIFAR10, we used all 50000 images of shape 32x32x3 from the regular
CIFAR10 train split with pixel values normalized to [−1, 1] and no other pre-processing
or data augmentation. All 10000 images from the test set were used during evaluation,
corrupted [107] with 19 different corruptions and 5 levels of severity, resulting in a total
of 950000 test images. The CIFAR10 [106] data is available under the terms of the MIT
License and the corrupted CIFAR10 [107] data is available under the terms of the Apache
License 2.0. All models were CNNs following the ResNet18 architecture [122]. For the
Dropout models, the dropout rate was set to 0.2 and for the Ensemble models, we used
5 members per ensemble. All models were trained for 100 epochs at a learning rate of
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0.001 using a mini-batch size of 256. The index set for the KL divergence was the training
data itself. Results were obtained using 10 random seeds.
For TinyImageNet [109], we used all 100000 images of shape 64x64x3 from the train split
with pixel values normalized to [−1, 1] and no other pre-processing or data augmentation.
The data is available under the MIT License. All models were CNNs following the ResNet18
architecture [122]. For the Dropout models, the dropout rate was set to 0.2 and for the
Ensemble models, we used 5 members per ensemble. All models were trained for 100
epochs at a learning rate of 0.001 using a mini-batch size of 256. The index set for the KL
divergence was the training data itself. Results were obtained using 10 random seeds.
To ensure numerical stability, we defined a minimum and maximum precision for the
posterior Dirichlet estimation: α0min = K and α0max = N , where K is the number of
classes and N is the number of training examples. For the Basic models, we skipped
the Dirichlet MLE and set α0 = α0max because M = 1. Similarly, we used M = 1 for
the Dropout models during training and also set α0 = α0max, although we setM = 100
during evaluation. For the Ensemble models, M was always the number of members
in the ensemble. Furthermore, we applied a small amount of label smoothing fx(m)

k ≈
(1− γ)fx

(m)
k + γ 1

K throughout all steps of the KL divergence estimation, where γ was set
to 10−4 for our experiments.
The equations from Minka’s quasi-Newton maximum likelihood Dirichlet precision estima-
tor [102], which we used for our implementation, translated to our notation are

1

α0
=

1

α0
+

1

α0
2

∆1

∆2
, ᾱk =

1

M

M∑︂
m=1

fx
(m)
k , ᾰk =

1

M

M∑︂
m=1

log fx
(m)
k , (I.2)

∆1 =M

(︄
ψ0(α0)−

K∑︂
k=1

ᾱkψ0(α0ᾱk) +

K∑︂
k=1

ᾱkᾰk

)︄
, (I.3)

∆2 =M

(︄
ψ1(α0)−

K∑︂
k=1

ᾱk
2ψ1(α0ᾱk)

)︄
, (I.4)

where ψ0 is the digamma function and ψ1 is the trigamma function.
We initialized the algorithm with an approximate maximum likelihood solution using
Stirling’s approximation to the gamma function Γ, which was presented by Minka [102],

α
(0)
0 =

K − 1

−2
∑︁K

k=1 ᾱk(log ᾰk − log ᾱk)
. (I.5)
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We stopped the algorithm once the change per step was less than 10−5. Counting the
number of iterations until convergence for a trained Ensemble f VI model withM = 10
ensemble members and 10000 MNIST test examples, the mean was 3.0796, the 95th

quantile was 3, the 99th quantile was 15 and the maximum was 1172. Note that the
number of iterations until convergence in vectorized mini-batch computation is equal to
the maximum number of iterations until convergence of the items in the mini-batch.
Although the computational complexity of the underlying deep learning model depends
on the model architecture, data input size, number of parameters, etc., for the following
comparison, we assume that a single forward pass through the model takes O(1), i.e. a
constant amount of time, because the LML and f VI objectives share the same model. With
a mini-batch size of B, computation of the standard LML objective takes O(BMK) time
per mini-batch iteration. Assuming a constant number of quasi-Newton steps, the Dirichlet
precision estimation takes O(SK +M) time for an index set of size S. Computing the fKL
for an index set of size S takes O(SMK) time. If the training data is used as index set the
forward pass through the model can be shared between the LML and f VI computation,
resulting in an overall asymptotic time complexity of O(BMK) per mini-batch iteration.
In case of a different index set, the asymptotic time complexity becomes O((B+S)MK).

Computational Resources All experiments were conducted using an Intel i5-6600K
CPU, and Nvidia GTX1070 and RTX2080 GPUs with less than 100 hours of total runtime.
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